


COSIA’s Exploration Tools 2020 virtual workshop, Transforming Seismic Exploration to Approach Zero 

Land Disturbance, was hosted on November 17 and 18, 2020. The workshop attracted 120 participants 

from a range of organizations, including COSIA member companies, oil and gas companies, geophysical 

and environmental service providers, government agencies, and academic institutions. 

Planning for the workshop was led by Fuse Consulting Ltd. and supported by several sub-committees: 

Communications, Speaker Selection, Funding, and Design and Deliver. The workshop was designed 

around the COSIA Land Challenge and informed by COSIA’s May 2020 report reviewing exploration tools 

and techniques to support near zero footprint seismic. 

Over the two days of the workshop, speakers explored regulatory and environmental aspects of seismic 

exploration, presented emerging approaches to smaller seismic sources, and shared alternate 

approaches to gathering seismic data. Four key themes emerged from the presentations and participant 

discussions: Technology, Safety, Environment and Restoration, and Collaboration and Planning. 

Feedback on the workshop was overwhelmingly positive, with participants noting that they enjoyed the 

innovative perspectives presented, appreciated discussions around near-term solutions, and looking 

forward to learning more about highlighted technologies and approaches after the workshop.  

Through strong attendance, insightful speaker presentations, and engaged participant discussions, the 

Exploration Tools 2020 workshop effectively advanced the conversation around reducing the land 

footprint of seismic exploration. The themes summarized in this report highlight next steps, concrete 

challenges, and specific innovation opportunities to continue to progress the COSIA Land Challenge. 

https://cosia.ca/sites/default/files/attachments/COSIA_ExplorationTools_RevisedFinalReport_2020-05-31.pdf


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



COSIA’s Exploration Tools 2020 virtual workshop, Transforming Seismic Exploration to Approach Zero 

Land Disturbance, is the latest event in an ongoing COSIA initiative to develop new and improved tools 

to reduce seismic exploration footprint on the boreal forest and enhance caribou conservation practices. 

The workshop builds on the COSIA Land Challenge launched in 2017, a multi-disciplinary internal 

workshop hosted in 2019, and a state of the technology report published in 2020.  

The virtual workshop took place on November 17 and 18, 2020. One-hundred and sixty-seven 

participants registered for the workshop, representing a wide range of organizations, roles, and 

geographies. Participants included professionals and researchers from COSIA member companies, oil 

and gas companies, geophysical and environmental service providers, government agencies, academic 

institutions, and other organizations (Figure 1).  

The maximum number of participants in the meeting at any one time was 120. This is an impressive 

total, representing more than two-thirds of total registrations for the workshop, a notably high 

proportion for a free virtual event.  

 

Figure 1. A word cloud summarizing the most frequent position titles from attendees at the COSIA 

Exploration Tools 2020 virtual workshop. 

Building on COSIA’s recent report reviewing exploration tools and techniques to support near zero 

footprint seismic, planning for the workshop began in January 2020. COSIA contracted Fuse Consulting 

Ltd. to organize and facilitate the workshop planning process and workshop delivery. Following internal 

meetings between COSIA and Fuse to identify workshop goals and needs, the following sub-committees 

were organized: 

https://cosia.ca/blog/cosia-exploration-tools-2020
https://cosia.ca/sites/default/files/attachments/COSIA_ExplorationTools_RevisedFinalReport_2020-05-31.pdf
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COSIA and Fuse to identify workshop goals and needs, the following sub-
committees were organized: 

• Communications Sub-Committee 
 
The goal of the Communications sub-committee was to plan and coordinate 
marketing and outreach in advance of the event. Sub-committee members 
included Berta Gomez (COSIA), Christine Daly (Suncor), Jack O’Neill (COSIA), 
Jo Moss (COSIA), Lauren King (Suncor), Megan Boutin (Suncor), Natalie 
Shelby-James (COSIA), Matthew Pyper (Fuse), and Alan Shapiro (Fuse).  
 
The sub-committee met weekly between August and November 2020. 
Leading up to the workshop, committee members: 

o Designed and executed a communications strategy  
o Created an event landing page and updated it as new speakers were 

confirmed  
o Published articles in the Canadian Society of Exploration Geophysicists 

magazine, the Recorder, and the COSIA newsletter  
o Promoted the workshop through professional networks, partners, and 

social media channels, and  
o Provided information and resources to workshop participants.  

 
• Speaker Selection Sub-Committee 

 
The goal of the Speaker Selection sub-committee was to recommend and 
secure speakers for the workshop. Sub-committee members included 
Christine Daly (Suncor), Jack O’Neill (COSIA), John Parkin (Cenovus), Mark 
Nergaard (Canadian Natural), Megan Boutin (Suncor), Michael Hons (Imperial), 
Natalie Shelby-James (COSIA), Shannon Hiebert (Suncor), Matthew Pyper 
(Fuse), and Alan Shapiro (Fuse).  
 
The sub-committee drafted a shortlist of potential speakers for the workshop, 
which was gradually refined into a workshop agenda. Throughout the 
planning process, the Speaker Selection sub-committee provided additional 
feedback to suggest and approve alternative speakers. Once speakers were 
confirmed, they were provided with clear details and expectations around the 
workshop goal and audience, the purpose of their talk, and virtual format 
considerations.  
 

• Funding Sub-Committee 
 
The goal of the Funding sub-committee was to secure funding for the pitch 
competition. Sub-committee members included Cristine Daly (Suncor), Jack 
O’Neill (COSIA), Natalie Shelby-James (COSIA), and Matthew Pyper (Fuse).  
 



 

• Design and Deliver Sub-Committee 

 

The goal of the Design and Deliver sub-committee was to work alongside the Fuse team and 

discuss and approve the recommended approaches for the workshop, and the overall workshop 

design Sub-committee members included Christine Daly (Suncor), Jack O’Neill (COSIA), Lori 

Neufeld (Imperial), Megan Boutin (Suncor), Natalie Shelby-James (COSIA), Ted Johnson 

(Cenovus), and Matthew Pyper (Fuse).  

Alongside the work of these four committees, Matthew Pyper and Alan Shapiro from Fuse Consulting 

took the lead on designing and developing the virtual workshop, drawing on best practices from a range 

of virtual events hosted in 2020. Virtual events present a unique suite of opportunities and challenges. 

While virtual events allow speakers and participants to join from a wide range of geographies, it can be 

difficult to keep participants engaged and stimulate the organic, spontaneous conversations that often 

occur at in-person events.  

With these considerations in mind, Zoom was selected as the event platform based on its virtual chat, 

polling, and breakout room functions. To orient participants to the chat function, participants were 

asked general questions each day (like where are you logging in from). This helped orient participants to 

the tool, and facilitators then encouraged participants to use the chat throughout the day for questions 

and conversations related to each of the talks.  

Breakout group discussions and informal networking conversations were scheduled for both days of the 

workshop. These discussions offered a space for participants to make new industry connections and 

reflect on challenges and opportunities with peers. These sessions were well received, with feedback to 

increase the time of breakout sessions provided after Day 1.  

Leading up to the workshop, participants were emailed the workshop agenda and information package. 

After the workshop, participants were emailed a copy of all presentations that speakers had agreed to 

share. Participants were told to expect more information around the April 2021 pitch session and to 

consider a submission. 

 



Over the two days of the workshop, speakers explored regulatory and environmental aspects of seismic 

exploration; presented emerging approaches to smaller seismic sources; and shared alternate 

approaches to gathering seismic data. Keynote speakers included Jack Bouska (retired, formerly BP), and 

Ryan Hutchinson and John Molberg from Canadian UAVs.  

The workshop agenda is outlined below. Full speaker bios and talk abstracts can be found in the 

participant information package, included in Appendix I. The slides and resources that speakers agreed 

to share with attendees after the workshop are included in Appendix II. 

 



 

The following questions were shared with participants for the breakout group discussions, with 

responses summarized under Key Themes below. 

• Day 1 

o What are our biggest opportunities globally for reducing seismic footprints? 

o How far are we and what is left to discover? 

o What do we need to consider as we proceed forward as ecologists and geophysicists? 

 

• Day 2 

o What opportunities do you see in aerial deployment of seismic? 

o What opportunities and challenges do you see? 

o How far away are we? 

o What would you like to see as a next step? 



Over the course of the workshop, discussions in the chat function and breakout groups highlighted a 

clear desire to find solutions to meet land footprint challenges, despite the challenging economic 

climate. Based on these discussions, four key themes emerged.  

1. Technology 

 

• From a geophysical perspective, failure is getting poor quality data or not being able to 

safely obtain data at a scalable cost. The challenge lies in matching environmental 

aspirations with subsurface imaging needs.  

• Some technologies produce environmental benefits but fail to meet data quality 

requirements. Other technologies meet data and safety requirements but fail to meet 

environmental outcomes. There is also no single solution due to variability in terrain and 

seismic programs. 

• While there is no silver bullet, there has been lots of innovation in source, shot size, 

depth, geometry, receivers, and processing. There is a clear desire to find solutions that 

meet these challenges. 

• Technology is evolving rapidly and will continue to facilitate alternative approaches, 

such as high-density source and receiver designs. Participants expressed they are 

optimistic that a near zero-footprint approach can be achieved – the question is how 

soon and at what cost. 

 

2. Safety 

 

• There was a high interest in safety among workshop participants, particularly safety 

concerns around working on "no cut" seismic lines. 

• Technology to enable a zero-footprint approach exists, but safety challenges remain. 

The biggest safety obstacle is evacuation in the event of an emergency, including 

sufficient cut access points and considering the potential for chest deep snow. 

• Aerial solutions present a potential opportunity to monitor worker safety or 

complement safety programs.   

• Workforce changes will be required, including higher levels of training and physical 

capability. 

 

3. Environment and Restoration 

 

• Historic seismic practices have created a legacy of footprint that results in increased 

predator (wolf) mobility on the landscape, which can increase predation rates on 

caribou. This presents significant regulatory and stakeholder risks to oil sands 

companies. These risks are particularly acute in the case of new seismic programs that 

occur in forested areas with low to no existing forest disturbance, because these 

habitats have particularly high value for caribou.  

• It could take several decades to reach and maintain 65% undisturbed habitat. Restored 

footprint today does not count as habitat for at least 40 years. On the other hand, even 

relatively new recovery can impede (or at least not facilitate) wolf movement. 



• Restoration is a critical component of caribou recovery, but we also need to focus on 

reducing or eliminating new seismic footprint in the future. Proactive strategies to avoid 

or minimize disturbance are an important focus. 

• Innovation is reducing the cost and increasing the speed and effectiveness of 

restoration. The seismic industry can help the environment teams to reduce the cost of 

restoration on remote landscapes.   

 

4. Collaboration and Planning 

 

• COSIA member companies are already collaborating to manage cost, effectiveness, 

speed, and safety of restoration programs. 

• There is an opportunity for more data sharing between companies so that reclamation 

planning can be better done. Operational details of seismic programs are also not 

typically shared, and this would be beneficial. 

• A tightly knit innovation group may be more supportive of smaller incremental change 

rather than transformative change. The group currently involved in this conversation is 

diverse and has shown a commitment to transformative innovation around data 

acquisition over the past 20 years.  

• The COSIA Land Challenge speaks to benefits to caribou, but it should also consider 

other landscape users, such as local Indigenous communities. 

• As regulations evolve, industry seeks engagement in advance to better understand the 

innovation pathways that will require investment in research and development. 
 

In addition to the key themes, breakout room discussions also provided a range of insights around 

specific technologies and practices, which are summarized here. Please note, these comments reflect 

key points that individuals raised throughout various sessions. Their inclusion here is to contribute to 

further brainstorming and collaboration around the future of low impact seismic and does not indicate 

endorsement from COSIA. 

• Particular interest in nimble nodes for getting good quality and cost-effective data due to ease of 

deployment. Russian colleagues have shared experience that these technologies are "easy to pull 

off" and easy to overcome perceived installation challenges. Today's geophones take a lot of time to 

install, which translates to increased installation staff cost. Nimble nodes reduce install time 

dramatically. 

• A significant challenge with conventional low impact seismic is carting around machinery and bulky 

equipment, as well as dynamite being stolen. For these reasons, miniature sources are particularly 

promising. 

• Significant opportunities in wireless recording systems.  

• Many innovative technologies are only effective for shallow targets. 

• Has there been any experimentation with hydrophones yet in muskeg? 

• Skepticism around summer seismic programs due to limited accessibility of soft peatland soils. 



• It is important to remember that seismic lines get traveled multiple times in a typical program. 

• Applying multiple tools across an individual project may be required to deal with different ecosites 

or environmental variability. 

• Notes on aerial solutions: 

o A lot of interest in airborne deployment. As one example, using spikes and weights on 

geophones to allow for imperfect placement while maintaining data quality. 

o Drones present an opportunity where helicopter safety is not possible.  

o Swarming of drones could help for moving the receivers out to the sites. 

o Aerial solutions are interesting but also require boots on the ground to operate and are very 

costly. 

o The primary challenge to planting of receivers with drones is the need to get receivers into 

the ground. We are still a long way away from having that capability. 

o Some UAVs have winching power, but these are not common and there are technical 

challenges. 

o UAVs can be used to assess vegetation for route planning. 

o There is the potential for drones to be used for remote collection and management of data 

in real-time, as is currently done in marine programs. 

o There is potential to leverage drone technology to enable remote restoration equipment. 

Communications to drones is with LTE and large, high-bandwidth antennas. Transport 

Canada limits the distance between the drone and the pilot, but they can manage a 15 km 

distance. Tree cover is a problem for communications.   

o Air ships could be used for vibroseis and would not need to be unmanned. 

 



Feedback from participants of the Exploration Tools 2020 workshop was overwhelmingly positive. When 

asked whether they would recommend the event to a colleague or friend, all participants who 

submitted feedback responded with an 8 out of 10 or higher.  

Attendees noted they enjoyed the innovative perspectives presented across all the talks, appreciated 

the discussions around near-term solutions, and looking forward to learning more about many of the 

technologies and approaches after the workshop. In terms of the virtual format, participants 

appreciated the chat function questions and answers, breakout room conversations, and the concise 20-

minute talk format. More detailed feedback is included in Appendix III.  

There is a clear desire among COSIA member companies and other workshop attendees to collaborate 

around innovative solutions to reducing the land footprint of seismic exploration. By bringing together a 

broad range of stakeholders and facilitating an open exchange of ideas, the Exploration Tools 2020 

workshop effectively moved the needle forward on this conversation. The key themes summarized 

above outline clear next steps, concrete challenges, and specific innovation opportunities to continue 

advancing the COSIA Land Challenge.  
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WHEN
Tuesday, Nov. 17 2020, 9:00 AM–1:00 PM (Mountain Time)

WHERE
Online via Zoom (Passcode: 202493)—Click here to join

TIME CATEGORY TOPIC SPEAKER

9:00am Setting the stage Welcome message and setting the stage—What are 
we trying to achieve?

Christine Daly and  
Jack O’Neill

9:15am Setting the stage Striking the balance—the complexity of aligning 
environmental and geophysical goals Matthew Pyper

9:30 am Setting the stage Drivers for change: Relating it all to regulatory 
uncertainties Lori Neufeld

9:45 am Keynote Take only seismic images, leave only footprints Jack Bouska

10:30 am Discussion Breakout group discussions Virtual breakout rooms

10:55 am Networking Informal networking and connections Virtual coffee rooms/
break

ECOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON SEISMIC FOOTPRINTS 

11:10 am Ecology
Seismic lines and caribou conservation: 
Understanding why linear features are implicated in 
caribou declines

Melanie Dickie 

EMERGING APPROACHES TO SMALLER SEISMIC SOURCES

11:30 am Modify and 
miniaturize

PinPoint – a proven system for delivering near-zero 
footprint seismic exploration in the Oil Sands: Latest 
developments

Allan Châtenay

11:50 am Modify and 
miniaturize Osx ClearWave smart solution to seismic challenges Juan Miranda and  

Steven Kotsonis

12:10 pm Modify and 
miniaturize

E-Vibs: Achieving significant reduction in land 
disturbance while improving seismic data quality 
when compared to traditional methods

Jason Nycz and  
Richard de Kunder

12:30 pm Modify and 
miniaturize Optimized seismic acquisition Andrea Crook

12:50 pm Wrap-up Closing remarks Christine Daly

AGENDA: DAY 1
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TIME CATEGORY TOPIC SPEAKER

9:00 am Setting the stage Day 2 welcome Megan Boutin and 
Ted Johnson

9:15 am Setting the stage How much data and why? Michael Hons

9:30 am Setting the stage Low impact seismic through a safety lens Robert Smith

9:45 am Keynote Conducting UAV missions in the Oil Sands: The do’s 
and don’ts from a seasoned operator

John Molberg and 
Ryan Hutchinson

10:30 am Discussion Breakout group discussions Virtual breakout rooms

10:55 am Networking Informal networking and connections Virtual coffee rooms/
break

ALTERNATE APPROACHES TO GATHERING SEISMIC DATA

11:15 am EM sources for 
seismic

Continuous and permanent SAGD monitoring using 
electromagnetics: A low-footprint method to image 
steam chambers in 3D

Doug Oldenburg and 
Sarah Devriese

11:35 am Redefine data Fracture seismic: Mapping the subsurface with 
reduced footprint Charles Sicking

11:55 am Go underground
Using Ideon's muon tomography discovery platform 
to explore the subsurface: Leveraging the naturally 
occurring energy of cosmic rays

Doug Schouten

12:15 pm Go airborne Airborne mapping to define Oil Sands sweet spots Russ Duncan

BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER

12:35 pm Wrap-up Panel discussion: Reflecting on innovations, 
opportunities, and the road ahead 

Christine Daly,  
Mark Nergaard,   
Michael Hons, and 
Ted Johnson

12:55 pm Wrap-up Closing remarks Christine Daly and  
Jack O’Neill

WHEN: 
Wednesday, Nov. 18 2020, 9:00 AM–1:00 PM (Mountain Time)

WHERE: 
Online via Zoom (Passcode: 520504)—Click here to join

AGENDA: DAY 2
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TAKE ONLY SEISMIC IMAGES, 
LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTSKE

Y
N

OT
E

Jack Bouska | Tuesday, Nov. 17 2020, 9:45 AM (Mountain Time)

ABSTRACT: 
Seismic profiling provides a level of spatial resolution and areal detail which is unobtainable using wellbore 
information alone; however, dense 3D’s can be cost prohibitive. Three decades ago, Jack Bouska tackled the 
seismic price barrier by designing inexpensive Sparse 3D’s for deep targets. The low surface station density 
offered the coincidental benefit of reducing surface environmental impact. Unfortunately, Sparse 3D’s can 
result in unacceptably low image quality. Industry innovations in reducing both side and weight of source 
and recording equipment, combined with improved deployment methods, such as simultaneous source 
techniques, has fostered an industry move to much denser 3D’s over the last decade, with commensurate 
improvements in subsurface image quality. 

Higher density seismic also requires intensified source and receiver surface occupation, unfortunately to the 
detriment of our environmental aspirations. Vibroseis source grids used in open desert terrain are definitely 
not implementable in Northern Alberta. Reducing surface occupation with alternate imaging options such 
as recording from the air, or underground, or using refraction or full waveform inversion techniques, will face 
many of the same environmental hurdles, because with all remote sensing techniques, image quality will 
always be proportional to sampling density. 

Our best option for reducing surface impact hinges on the recent introduction of new small, lightweight 
receivers and man portable sources, along with minimal surface impact deployment methods. It is now 
possible to acquire densely sampled 3D surveys, in such a way that in a year or two, all traces of the operation 
will be nearly impossible to detect.

Graduating from the University of Alberta in 1980, Jack Bouska 
has worked at Seiscom, Western Geophysical, Dome Petroleum, 
Amoco and BP. His worldwide expat assignments spanned 
the America’s, Europe, Africa and the Middle East, managing 
onshore and offshore surveys. Geophysical inventions include 
Sparse-3D, Distance Separated Simultaneous Sweeping (DS3), 
and the BP-Stryde piezoelectric node. Jack’s contributions have 
been recognized with several best paper awards from the SEG 
and CSEG, and selection as 2009 SEG Spring Distinguished 
Lecturer in Geophysics. Jack has also served as an EAGE 
Distinguished Lecturer, and short course instructor in seismic 
acquisition design and processing.
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CONDUCTING UAV MISSIONS IN THE OIL 
SANDS: THE DO’S AND DON’TS FROM A 
SEASONED OPERATOR

KE
Y

N
OT

E

John Molberg and Ryan Hutchinson | Wednesday, Nov. 18 2020, 9:45 AM (Mountain Time)

ABSTRACT: 
Recently, Canadian UAVs completed the first commercially approved beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) 
mission in the oil sands region over an operating facility. There have been other BVLOS flights in Canada but 
this mission raised the bar to the highest level for multiple reasons:

• Heavy air traffic region with numerous rotary and fixed wing
• First utilization of a ground-based radar system to implement a detect and avoid (DAA) solution – 

Sparrowhawk™
• Identified foreign uncooperative operator during our mission (rotary wing) and made adjustments to our 

trajectory
• Identified snow flurries in the area of data capture and were able to retrieve to launch location avoiding 

unnecessary time and energy

Not only did Canadian UAVs gather valuable information for our clients on their critical operating assets but 
we proved that our UAV can operate safely in these harsh environments with a high traffic airspace. We were 
able to successfully de-conflict the airspace flying our UAV over 6 km from our staging location and covered 
a total distance of 78 km mapping our clients assets. In collaboration with Project Skysensus, we have been 
able to further commercialize our ground-based radar solution, Sparrowhawk™, under an ITB credit through a 
defence contract.
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CONDUCTING UAV MISSIONS IN THE OIL SANDS:  
THE DO’S AND DON’TS FROM A SEASONED OPERATORKE

Y
N

OT
E

John Molberg and Ryan Hutchinson | Wednesday, Nov. 18 2020, 9:45 AM (Mountain Time)

Ryan Hutchinson is a technically sophisticated and business-
savvy management professional with a pioneering career in new 
technology integration in the energy extraction and transmission 
industry. He’s been focused on implementing advanced technology 
and business solutions into the oil and gas industry to meet a 
diversity of needs with a record of delivering simultaneous large-
scale, mission-critical projects on time and under budget. He 
has an in-depth understanding of Industry 4.0 including AI and 
ML, robotics, data science, IoT, 3D printing and VR/AR but more 
importantly how they relate to the future of the energy industry. 
Ryan has a degree in Industrial System Engineering and holds the 
role of Business Development Manager at Canadian UAVs.

John Molberg has worked in the UAS industry for over twenty years 
with CDL Systems, Lockheed Martin, and now as Vice President of 
Canadian UAVs. His focus has been on larger, long range military 
UAV programs, specifically focusing on command and control 
systems. The art of how to effectively and safely design and 
operate these systems beyond visual line of sight has been the 
hallmark of his career. 

At Canadian UAVs, Mr. Molberg leads the innovation group, whose 
focus is applying lessons and technology to effectively bring forth 
the necessary innovations to allow for the use of long range UAVs 
in commercial airspace. Canadian UAVs is a founding member of 
the SkySensus Project – which exists to allow for the integration of 
UAVs into complex airspace.  

Mr. Molberg is a professional technologist, having received 
his degree in Electronics Engineering Technology from DeVry 
University in 2000.
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DAY 1 PRESENTATIONS
STRIKING THE BALANCE—THE COMPLEXITY OF ALIGNING ENVIRONMENTAL  
AND GEOPHYSICAL GOALS 

Matthew Pyper, Ron Larson and Roger Edgecombe | 9:15 AM (Mountain Time)

ABSTRACT: 
Exploration for natural resources in the boreal forest is known to be a critical step in the discovery and 
delineation of future oil and gas reserves. This seismic acquisition has historically required a network of 
cut seismic lines to produce high quality subsurface images that can be used to guide business investments 
and decisions. Cut seismic lines have been critical for enabling efficient seismic programs across difficult 
terrain, providing a predictable template for estimating acquisition costs, and facilitating the movement of 
individuals safely and quickly in the event of an injury or medical emergency.

There is also growing awareness of the potential ecological impacts of cut seismic lines. Legacy seismic 
lines that have not returned to forest cover can double the movement efficiency of wolves, increasing the 
frequency of encounters with threatened woodland caribou. More recent low impact seismic lines, while 
much narrower than legacy seismic lines, may also fail to return to forest cover quickly. Low impact seismic 
lines also often occur at high densities, which may contribute to ecological concerns such as edge effects in 
boreal landscapes.

This presentation focuses on uniting the ecological and geophysical aspects of seismic lines within a single 
point of focus, to identify opportunities to advance near zero footprint seismic exploration within Canada’s 
oil sands region.

ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Matthew Pyper is an Ecologist and Science Communicator whose work focuses on connecting knowledge to practice 
in the fields of forestry, land restoration, and conservation biology. He is a graduate of the University of Alberta where 
he completed a Masters degree in Forest Ecology and a Bachelor’s degree in Environmental Biology. Matthew is the 
Principal of Fuse Consulting where he and his team work everyday to find creative, engaging ways to connect science 
to diverse audiences.
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DAY 1 PRESENTATIONS
DRIVERS FOR CHANGE: RELATING IT ALL TO REGULATORY UNCERTAINTIES 

Lori Neufeld | 9:30 AM (Mountain Time)

ABSTRACT: 
Canada released the recovery strategy for the Boreal population of Woodland Caribou in 2012, followed by 
release of the recovery strategy for the Southern Mountain population in 2014. Both strategies identified a 
disturbance threshold that is required for caribou populations to become self-sustaining. Of the 15 caribou 
ranges that are under Alberta’s jurisdiction, not one comes close to meeting this threshold, largely due to the 
footprint associated with 270,000 km of legacy seismic lines. In 2014, Alberta released the Standards for 
Seismic Operations in the Little Smoky and A La Peche Caribou Ranges. This directive sets out standards for 
seismic operations within these two caribou ranges until a range plan is finalized. 

In 2017, a modified version of these stricter standards was included in the draft Provincial Woodland Caribou 
Range Plan with the intent that future geophysical programs in caribou ranges across the province would 
adhere to the lowest footprint possible. Although the provincial plan has not been finalized, Alberta has 
moved forward with range planning through a sub-regional planning process. This was solidified in October 
2020, when the Alberta-Canada Agreement for the Conservation and Recovery of Woodland Caribou in 
Alberta was finalized. 

This agreement included a commitment from Alberta to complete sub-regional plans that will achieve, at the 
caribou range level, critical habitat outcomes set out in the recovery strategies. These sub-regional plans 
will be outcomes-based and may include regulation, conditions, directives, zones, targets and thresholds 
to achieve not only desired caribou recovery outcomes but also multi-species conservation. Minimizing 
footprint associated with past and future geophysical programs is anticipated to be a key component of 
these plans both inside and outside of caribou ranges.

ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Lori Neufeld is a Senior Environmental Advisor at Imperial, leading the company’s policy, advocacy and technical 
efforts on species at risk, land-use planning and wetlands. For the past 20 years, Lori has been working to advance 
sustainable and responsible development of Canada’s oil sands through footprint minimization, progressive 
reclamation and restoration of legacy footprint. She supports collaborative research and innovation being undertaken 
by Canada’s Oil Sands Innovation Alliance and represents the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP) on 
the National Boreal Caribou Knowledge Consortium and more recently on the Cold Lake Sub-regional Task Force.
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DAY 1 PRESENTATIONS
SEISMIC LINES AND CARIBOU CONSERVATION: UNDERSTANDING WHY LINEAR 
FEATURES ARE IMPLICATED IN CARIBOU DECLINES 

Melanie Dickie | 11:10 AM (Mountain Time)

ABSTRACT: 
Western Canada’s boreal forest has undergone rapid landscape change as a result of human expansion 
and resource development. Resulting habitat alteration is hypothesized to be the ultimate cause of boreal 
woodland caribou declines, one of the most high-profile species at risk in Canada’s boreal forest. Linear 
features, such as roads and seismic lines, are particularly implicated in caribou declines by resulting in 
unsustainable predation via changes to predator-prey dynamics. Habitat restoration has therefore been 
identified as a necessary and important management tool required to address habitat alteration. In this talk 
we will explore how linear features contribute to caribou declines and the predicted success of restoration 
for recovering caribou populations. By understanding the mechanisms behind caribou declines, how habitat 
restoration can be used to influence behavioral and population-level responses, we can be better equipped to 
ensure successful caribou recovery. Furthermore, the high cost of restoration treatments, the extent of these 
disturbances across the landscape, and the socioeconomic landscape highlight the importance of finding 
innovative alternatives for future resource development to facilitate shared outcomes for industry and 
caribou recovery.

ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Melanie Dickie is the research coordinator at the Alberta Biodiversity Monitoring Institute’s Caribou Monitoring 
Unit. Melanie works closely with multi-stakeholder groups to design and implement collaborative research to inform 
woodland caribou recovery in western Canada. Melanie’s research aims to understand how human habitat-alteration 
influences the predator and prey community, and how restoration can be used to mitigate those effects. Melanie is 
also pursuing a PhD at the University of British Columbia-Okanagan.
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DAY 1 PRESENTATIONS
PINPOINT—A PROVEN SYSTEM FOR DELIVERING NEAR-ZERO FOOTPRINT SEISMIC 
EXPLORATION IN THE OIL SANDS: LATEST DEVELOPMENTS 

Allan Châtenay | 11:30 AM (Mountain Time)

ABSTRACT: 
The oil sand resource in Western Canada presents significant technical and environmental challenges to the 
3D seismic industry due to its shallow depth. To properly image these shallow zones, source and receiver lines 
must be densely spaced. At the same time, the heavy vehicles for conventional seismic source deployment 
require mulching seismic lines to support vehicle movement. These combine to produce significant 
environmental impacts to the boreal forest, directly removing as much as 15% of the forest and creating a 
dense network of new linear corridors fundamentally altering a range of ecosystem processes.

Explor has developed the PinPoint acquisition system that includes a patented high-resolution, single-
person-portable, impulsive seismic source. In conjunction with high density deployment of modern seismic 
receiver nodes, PinPoint delivers high quality seismic images of the full oil sands stratigraphy to the Paleozoic 
economic basement without the need for mulching seismic lines, thus delivering near-zero footprint seismic 
exploration. 

In the context of the recently released COSIA Review, we will discuss barriers to adoption of disruptive 
innovation, and we will present recent and upcoming advances to PinPoint technology to show how these will 
drive improvements to HSE, quality, cost and scalability.

ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Allan Châtenay is the President of Explor. Explor develops and implements advanced geoscience solutions to 
provide the highest quality seismic data to E&P companies. Explor also has a long history of frontier exploration and 
specializes in challenging and extraordinary projects. Mr. Châtenay has been in the geophysical industry for over 30 
years. He holds several patents in geophysical acquisition technology and has a Diploma in Strategy and Innovation 
from the University of Oxford. Allan was born and raised in Calgary, Alberta, where he currently resides with his wife 
Heather, and their two sons. He volunteers with several industry and community organizations.
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DAY 1 PRESENTATIONS
OSX CLEARWAVE SMART SOLUTION TO SEISMIC CHALLENGES 

Juan Miranda and Steven Kotsonis | 11:50 AM (Mountain Time)

ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Juan Camilo Miranda is currently Global Commercial Manager of the line of products for OIL & GAS of the Australian 
company Orica (world leader in the explosives sector, and initiation systems for the mining, construction, quarries 
and oil & gas markets). Juan has impressive international commercial and operational experience (15 years) given 
his exposure and jobs across regions such as North America, Latin America, EMEA, Russia, and CIS. He is currently 
based in Houston, Texas, where he leads the global business. During his career at Orica, Juan has held various business 
development positions to solve customer situations based on innovation in new markets. Due to this, Juan has a great 
knowledge of the seismic market in Canada given that he has been successfully supporting the work that Orica has 
carried out in more than 5 mega seismic projects in Canada, offering companies such as Suncor, TGS, Imperial, Conoco, 
and others access to state-of-the-art products providing proven results.
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DAY 1 PRESENTATIONS
E-VIBS: ACHIEVING SIGNIFICANT REDUCTION IN LAND DISTURBANCE WHILE IMPROVING 
SEISMIC DATA QUALITY WHEN COMPARED TO TRADITIONAL METHODS 

Jason Nycz and Richard de Kunder | 12:10 PM (Mountain Time)

ABSTRACT: 
We present results on the testing and plans for the further development and commercialization of a new 
land seismic source, electromechanical vibrators “E-Vibs”. These instruments generate seismic waves with 
very low distortion and at full force across a wide bandwidth (from 2 Hz to the absorption limits of the near 
subsurface). Because the signal is generated via an EMF resulting from a novel combination of electrical 
current and magnets, the system is not burdened by the intrinsic nonlinearity of the mechanical vibrations 
and fluid compression/dilation inherent to diesel hydraulic vibrators. The construction of the E-Vibs allows 
for a machine having the same or higher force generation ability across the entire bandwidth in a size an 
order of magnitude lower than a conventional vibrator. This allows robust seismic acquisition with a fraction 
of the surface or carbon footprint of either conventional Vibroseis or explosive sources. Currently at TLR 
8, extensive field testing of the 1.7 kN unit has been carried out in Australia, Europe and Canada. The 10 kN 
“Storm” is currently in production and will be available for field trials and production work in Q1 2021.

ABOUT THE PRESENTERS:
Jason Nycz, PhD, is a Geophysicist with 25 years of global exploratory and applied research experience. His 
employment and collaboration has spanned small private companies to major independents, as well as academic 
institutions and research laboratories. He holds a BSc from the University of Alberta, as well as an MSc and PhD from 
the University of Calgary. Jason is Director and CSO at Full Force Geophysical.

Richard de Kunder has a background in sales, marketing and finance. He has led teams globally to successful revenue 
generating competences. Richard holds a BSc from the Radboud University and a MSc from the Nyenrode Business 
university both located in the Netherlands. Richard is CEO at Seismic Mechatronics BV.
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DAY 1 PRESENTATIONS
OPTIMIZED SEISMIC ACQUISITION 

Andrea Crook | 12:30 PM (Mountain Time)

ABSTRACT: 
Innovation requires collaboration and a willingness to accept multiple solutions. The idea that a single 
geometry, single source type, or single method of acquisition will solve all technical and operational seismic 
acquisition problems is limiting. The Eco-Seis approach to seismic acquisition combines alternative 
geometries with a unique distribution of sources and is not limited to a single source type or a single model. 
Rather, this method combines new minimal impact seismic sources with a sparse distribution of conventional 
sources, then applies these sources in a unique geometry focused on maintaining sensitive habitat and 
minimizing surface disturbances while also providing high quality seismic data and safe access for field 
personnel. This method will work with geometry variations and multiple source types, increasing the ability to 
minimize surface disturbance and making it possible to apply the method in many different types of terrains 
both within Canada and internationally.

ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Andrea Crook, P.Geoph., is the President of OptiSeis Solutions Ltd., which she co-founded in 2011. OptiSeis provides 
innovative acquisition solutions for acquiring high resolution seismic data both through consulting services and 
geophysical acquisition software. As President, she currently oversees both seismic acquisition design projects and 
software development. Andrea’s previous experience includes seismic processing and geophysical operations at Shell 
Canada, where she worked on many high-resolution and experimental seismic acquisition projects, and geophysical 
consulting on both mining and oil and gas seismic programs at Boyd PetroSearch/RPS.

Andrea is an instructor for the SEG and the CSEG Doodletrain, and was recently awarded the 2020 CSEG Technical 
Achievement Award for her outstanding technical contributions in the field of Canadian Geophysics over the past five 
years.
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DAY 2 PRESENTATIONS
HOW MUCH DATA AND WHY? 

Michael Hons | 9:15 AM (Mountain Time)

ABSTRACT: 
To provide business value, geophysics must add information that is difficult to obtain through a delineation 
drilling program. Fundamentally, that is ‘connecting the dots’ in between well locations. This requires methods 
that can provide an accurate representation of the geometry and relative properties of the subsurface, at a 
useful resolution for evaluating resource and monitoring production. The ability of some proposed methods 
will be weighed against the business needs in an oilsands environment, including a discussion of the special 
place seismic imaging holds.

ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Michael Hons graduated from the University of Calgary with a BSc in Geophysics in 2005, and an MSc in 2008. He 
joined ExxonMobil in Houston in 2009, working on a variety of marine and land acquisition projects and problems. 
Since 2014 he has been with Imperial as a geophysical acquisition specialist.
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DAY 2 PRESENTATIONS
LOW IMPACT SEISMIC THROUGH A SAFETY LENS 

Robert Smith | 9:30 AM (Mountain Time)

ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Robert Smith began his career in exploration in 1993, serving producers/owners, seismic contractors and prime 
contractors alike as an EH&S consultant, advisor, auditor and investigator. Robert has worked throughout North 
America, the Middle East, Africa and the Caribbean. Robert has the lived experience of working in all seasons and 
environments, sea to summit, jungle through the boreal and into the desert.   

Robert serves as a Board member for the Canadian Association of Geophysical Contractors and sits on a variety 
of CAPP and ESC industry committees. Notably, he pioneered helicopter long line rescue (HETS-Class D) and Alpine 
Specialists for Geophysical Operations. Robert has been instrumental in providing functional, safe work procedures 
for Geophysical operations. A recent functional highlight was the introduction of the green ‘mini mulcher’. Robert has 
been fortunate to have spent 27 of the past 60 months walking on seismic lines observing over 120 million dollars of 
seismic operations. 

Robert recently joined Suncor’s DCLL Division (Drilling, Completions, Logistic and Land -‘Seismic’) after spending five 
years with Husky Energy as the HSE lead for the Exploration division. Throughout his career, Robert has provided 
oversight of Contractor HSE management and corporate compliance for up to 400 field-based workers. He has 
conducted over 400 investigations, 9 of which were fatalities. Threading his career, he has owned Remote Safety 
Service an industrial safety company specializing in Oil and Gas. Robert is a designated C.R.S.P., N.C.S.O., & External 
COR Auditor (Enform, Alberta Association for Safety Partnerships & Alberta Construction Safety Association).  

He holds a Masters degree in Disaster and Emergency Management, a Bachelors in Geography, an Honors Bachelor 
of Outdoor Recreation while remaining a registered Primary Care Paramedic with the Alberta College of Paramedics. 
Robert’s graduate thesis explored the effectiveness of risk management practices in the Alberta Oilfields.  He has 
developed industry-specific courses for mobile equipment, utility trailers, wildlife, hazard assessment, supervisors, 
competency and legislative awareness.  Robert has asked a single question for the past fifteen years, “Tell me this, can 
seismic be done without the occurrence of a loss event?”
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DAY 2 PRESENTATIONS
CONTINUOUS AND PERMANENT SAGD MONITORING USING ELECTROMAGNETICS: A 
LOW-FOOTPRINT METHOD TO IMAGE STEAM CHAMBERS IN 3D

Doug Oldenburg and Sarah Devriese | 11:15 AM (Mountain Time)

ABSTRACT: 
Steam-assisted gravity drainage (SAGD) remains the predominant in-situ extraction method for heavy oil in 
the Athabasca oil sands. However, this is not a simple process and it is important to monitor steam- flooding 
over time for several reasons. Monitoring can aid in optimizing production by decreasing the steam-to-oil 
ratio, reducing missed pay, and decreasing the environmental footprint. Currently, monitoring procedures 
rely heavily on seismic imaging methods. Yet these surveys can be expensive to collect, time-consuming to 
process, and be disruptive to the environment and ecosystem.

Our work examines the use of electromagnetic (EM) methods to monitor the steaming procedure, which 
changes the electrical resistivity of the oil reservoir. Specifically, galvanic borehole methods and the 
combination of surface inductive loops with borehole receivers are the most promising EM surveys for 
monitoring steam chambers growth. These surveys benefit from using existing monitoring wells, thus limiting 
the footprint at extraction sites. In our talk, we present two synthetic examples. In the first, an EM survey 
is used to image three SAGD steam chambers in a layered medium that was constructed from well-logs 
and physical properties from an actual field site. The second example uses purely borehole EM surveys in a 
deeper setting where the all-important cap rock shields EM signals from the surface.

The ability to permanently install transmitters and receivers means data can be collected often, remotely, and 
without continuously disturbing the environment and animal populations. Combined with efficient inversion 
techniques and a priori information, these EM methods allow for fast turn-around and practically real-time 
results.

ABOUT THE PRESENTERS:
Doug Oldenburg, PhD, is an emeritus professor of geophysics in the Earth, Ocean, and Atmospheric Sciences 
department at the University of British Columbia, and director of the Geophysical Inversion Facility (GIF). His research 
career has focused upon the development of inversion methodologies and their application to solving applied 
problems in a variety of fields. Motivated to make geophysics more accessible and engaging, he has and continues to 
co-lead efforts for developing open source resources for students, researchers, and practitioners, that increase the 
use and usefulness of geophysics (http://geosci.xyz/).

Sarah Devriese, PhD, P.Geo., graduated from the Colorado School of Mines in 2010 with a BSc in geophysical 
engineering and minors in geology and mathematics. She completed her PhD in geophysics in 2016 at the University 
of British Columbia, focusing on electromagnetic methods for monitoring SAGD. She has spent the last decade 
fascinated by inverse theory, with experience modelling potential field, ZTEM, EM, and DC/IP data for a wide variety 
of exploration settings. Sarah is currently a project geophysicist with Condor North Consulting, where she processes, 
inverts, and interprets airborne and ground geophysical data to provide integrated exploration assessments. Sarah is 
a registered Professional Geoscientist with the Province of British Columbia.
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DAY 2 PRESENTATIONS
FRACTURE SEISMIC: MAPPING THE SUBSURFACE WITH REDUCED FOOTPRINT

Charles Sicking | 11:35 AM (Mountain Time)

ABSTRACT: 
The fracture seismic method maps the location, extent and density of fractures in the subsurface using 
passive seismic data recorded by an array of vertical sensors planted on the surface. The sensors are very 
small recording nodes that are planted into the ground but do not have a lasting disturbance after removal. 
Seismic sources are not used in the passive method. The connected fluid pathways in the subsurface emit 
signals through two mechanical actions in the fractures. First, the fractures emit short duration energy 
pulses when growing at their tips through opening and shearing. Second, coupled rock–fracture–fluid 
interactions take place during earth deformations which generates signals unique to the fracture’s physical 
characteristics. Fracture seismic captures and images the signals from the fractures and builds a three-
dimensional image of the fracture system. Time-lapse fracture seismic methods map the flow of fluids in the 
rocks and reveal how the reservoir connectivity changes over time.

The Active Fracture Image (AFI) volume computed by the fracture seismic system provides an independent 
geophysical attribute compared to the attributes from active source seismic. The AFI volume maps the 
seismic emissions from fractures that are open and fluid filled, whereas the active source 3D seismic 
reflection volumes show faults or fractures that have sufficient displacement to cause a diffraction or 
discontinuity in the reflected horizons.

The strongest fracture seismic signals are emitted from connected fluid-pathways, and therefore the 
predominant use cases for this methodology are monitoring of hydraulic stimulations in tight oil and gas 
reservoirs, stimulations in tight rocks for geothermal, and monitoring reservoir stimulation through water or 
gas flooding. Examples are shown from hydraulic fracturing projects, a water flood project, and exploration 
case studies.

ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Charles Sicking, PhD, is currently the Chief Technology Officer for Ambient Reservoir Monitoring (ARM). ARM uses 
the Fracture Seismic Method to map fractures in the subsurface using fracture emissions. Dr. Sicking served as the 
Technical Chair for the 2016 SEG annual meeting, was the Vice President for R&D for Global Geophysical Services and 
was Chief Geophysicist for Weinman GeoSciences. At Global Geophysical Services Dr. Sicking led the development 
of seismic processing algorithms including: interferometric method for marine Surface Related Multiple Elimination 
(SRME); azimuth migration for HTI; HFVS separation; Harmonic Noise Filters; and the Fracture Seismic processing 
system. During his career in Geophysics, Dr. Sicking developed many seismic processing algorithms in the areas of 
imaging, deconvolution, wavelet estimation, velocity analysis, filtering, interpolation, attenuation and AVO.
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DAY 2 PRESENTATIONS
USING IDEON’S MUON TOMOGRAPHY DISCOVERY PLATFORM TO EXPLORE THE 
SUBSURFACE: LEVERAGING THE NATURALLY OCCURRING ENERGY OF COSMIC RAYS

Doug Schouten | 11:55 AM (Mountain Time)

ABSTRACT: 
Ideon Technologies, Inc. is leading the way in applying novel muon tomography technology to underground 
resources. In real world trials we have demonstrated our capability to achieve meter scale resolution of bulk 
density contrasts down to a few tenths of grams per cubic centimeter. We have also performed modeling 
studies in applying this technology to SAGD reservoirs for quasi-continuous monitoring on a spatial 
resolution and temporal scale that surpasses seismic, potentially unlocking valuable steam to oil ratio and 
production improvements. Further benefits of muon tomography are that it is a passive technique, and so is 
inherently safe. Further, it is unaffected by electronic and mechanical noise and therefore need not interrupt 
operations. In this presentation, we will show how cosmic ray muon telescopes deployed underground can 
continuously survey a large volume of subsurface with minimal surface level disturbances.

ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Doug Schouten, PhD, is CTO and Co-founder Ideon Technologies and an Adjunct Professor of Physics at Simon Fraser 
University. He is a global leader in muon tomography and one of the few people in the world with the expertise to turn 
muon research into industrial problems solved. Doug holds a BSc (Hons) in physics and computer science from UBC, 
and a PhD in subatomic physics from SFU. He completed a post-doctoral fellowship at TRIUMF, leading projects in 
the discovery and characterization of the Higgs boson at the Large Hadron Collider in Geneva. At Ideon, Doug led the 
development of its 2nd generation muon telescope systems, and has successfully carried out surveys and projects 
across a range of industries and around the world. Doug has extensive expertise in computer simulations, data 
analysis and statistical inference – including machine learning methods and detector physics.
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DAY 2 PRESENTATIONS
AIRBORNE MAPPING TO DEFINE OIL SANDS SWEET SPOTS

Russ Duncan | 12:15 PM (Mountain Time)

ABSTRACT: 
Hydrocarbon microseeps (not macroseeps) indicate subsurface oil and gas reservoirs. Sky Hunter uses 
proprietary technology to conduct airborne surveys that map microseep data. In turn, this data predicts 
the presence of pressurized hydrocarbon reservoirs for further exploration, development and production 
by traditional methods. Grid surveys show in plan view, the location of sweet spots in an area of interest. 
Gathering hydrocarbon micro seep data using an airborne platform is rapid, cost effective and does not 
create a surface footprint. The signal strength recorded by our sensors can be calibrated to the reservoir 
information from wells and seismic. The results of this calibration can be used to focus surface activities for 
the next steps in the exploration process. Sky Hunter’ technology offers a unique way for companies to plan 
their exploration programs, as it can be done over virtually any terrain and the cost per area is much lower 
than seismic programs.

ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Russ Duncan has over 40 years of oil and gas experience in Western Canada. He has a Bachelor of Science in 
Engineering from the University of Alberta. He has worked in several engineering capacities with intermediate 
companies, Alberta Eastern Gas Limited and Ocelot Industries Ltd. He joined Paramount Resources Ltd., and was 
Vice President, Operations and a Director. Mr. Duncan co-founded Sky Hunter, a private company, and developed its 
patented airborne hydrocarbon detection system to map oil and gas accumulations, onshore and offshore. Sky Hunter 
surveys have been completed in Canada, the United States and Australia.
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DAY 2 PRESENTATIONS
PANEL DISCUSSION: REFLECTING ON INNOVATIONS, OPPORTUNITIES, AND THE 
ROAD AHEAD

Christine Daly, Mark Nergaard, Michael Hons and Ted Johnson  | 12:35 PM (Mountain Time)

ABOUT THE PRESENTERS:
Christine Daly is a professional biologist (P.Biol.) with over 15 years of conservation, reclamation and closure 
experience in the Alberta oil sands industry. She holds a BSc in Environmental Science (2003) and a MSc in Biological 
Sciences (2007). Christine is a Senior Sustainability Advisor in Water and Closure Technology Development at Suncor 
Energy Inc. and chair of the Canada’s Oil Sands Innovation Alliance (COSIA) Land Innovation Opportunity aimed 
at developing seismic exploration tools that approach zero footprint. She is simultaneously navigating a PhD in 
Environmental Design in the School of Architecture, Planning and Landscape at the University of Calgary.

Mark Nergaard began working in the seismic acquisition industry in the late 1980’s. He moved to Canadian Natural 
Resources in 2011 to take over as the Geophysical Operations Manager. Over his 30 years in the industry he has worked 
in Africa, Trinidad, the United States, and all areas of Canada, from the southern border to the Arctic. He started out 
as a line helper and worked up the ranks to Crew Manager in the field and then into the office to become an Operations 
Supervisor and Operations Manager in seismic acquisition before moving to his current position.

Michael Hons graduated from the University of Calgary with a BSc in Geophysics in 2005, and an MSc in 2008. He 
joined ExxonMobil in Houston in 2009, working on a variety of marine and land acquisition projects and problems. 
Since 2014 he has been with Imperial as a geophysical acquisition specialist.

Ted Johnson leads the Environmental Solutions and Systems team at Cenovus. He holds a MSc in Soil Science and has 
been working in the oil and gas industry for 20 years. His current areas of responsibility include greenhouse gas and 
air emissions reporting; groundwater monitoring and production; as well as innovation in habitat restoration. Ted has 
been representing Cenovus on the COSIA Land SC, as well as select working groups for 5 years.
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Built to answer a question….
• Would many more source points, each with 

much less energy deliver improved data 
quality?

R & D
• Concept and designing 2011 - 2013
• Prototype testing Q2 2015
• Oil Sands UHD 2D Field Test Q1 2016

Commercialization Testing
• Oil Sands UHD 2D Q1 2017
• Oil Sands UHD 3D Q1 2017
COSIA Land Challenge Published Q3 2017
• Oil Sands Zero Impact 2D Q4 2017
• Oil Sands Zero Impact UHD 3C 3D Q2 2018
• Multiple Tests in different areas: 2020

PinPoint System - Evolution



Zone 1Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4

2016: Explor PinPoint Athabasca test line:
No mulching, minimal hand cut, AVO-compliant PreSTM

1 km, 2.5 m CDP, >200,000 traces, >1,000 fold



PinPoint Test 17b – Riparian Zone



PinPoint 
Test (B)

Vibroseis
10 – 180 Hz

Dynamite
9m Depth

PinPoint Test 17b – Riparian Zone – 2D Migration



Environmental Footprint
Vibroseis or Dynamite HD3D PinPoint UHD3D

~ zero footprint



We essentially solved the COSIA Land Challenge… 
…before it was issued.



~ 1 km ~ 1 km

2018: two overlapping HD3Ds…which one provides a better subsurface image?
Which one results in decimation of the forest?  Which one doesn’t?

If you can’t tell (or if the difference is small), it’s time to stop mulching dense grids of seismic lines



So why hasn’t PinPoint been adopted by 
every oil sands company?

1. Misconceptions
2. Resistance to change…and Explor’s approach?



So why hasn’t PinPoint been adopted by 
every oil sands company?

1. Misconceptions
2. Resistance to change…and Explor’s approach?



“…linear seismic lines used in current low impact 
programs are currently critical to delivering safe and 

efficient seismic exploration programs.”
From page 37 of COSIA: A Review of Exploration Tools and 
Techniques to Support the COSIA Land Challenge: Near 
Zero Footprint Seismic Exploration

Misconception #1: Current practice is “low impact” - not true
Misconception #2: Mulched lines are essential for safety - not true
Misconception #3: Mulching is more efficient (i.e.: cheaper) - no longer true

Three big misconceptions in one sentence:



Nothing about this is Low Impact, 
so let’s all stop calling it that.

Daly, O’Neill and Boutin, CSEG Recorder, Oct 2020

15% of the forest converted to wood chips, radically altering the ecosystem
.

19,200% denser than a typical legacy Montney 3D (360 m x 480 m)

Eliminating receiver lines and mulching 1.75 m source lines would still result 
in 6% of the forest being mulched, decimating the ecosystem and 

accelerating wolf travel.

“…current low impact programs…”
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Cat Cut, ~1970’s
Liard Basin

“LIS” Mulching, 2018
SAGD 3D Project

“…current low impact programs…”

Slide Credit: Jesse Tigner



Survey, Mulching, Chainsaw, Priming Photo Credit: CAGC SFOS Slides, 2020.  Drilling Photo Credit: envirosize.com.  Explosives Mag Photo Credit: bnq.qc.ca.  
Vibrator Photo Credit: Explor

“…safe and efficient…”  …?

Photo Credit: 
strydefurther.com



NIOSH Hierarchy of Controls Diagram.  Image Credit: tapintosafety.com.au

Eliminated:
• Surveying
• Almost all mulching
• Almost all chainsaw use
• All seismic drilling
• All high explosives
• All vibroseis equipment
• All remediation activities

Hierarchy of Controls
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Survey, Mulching, Chainsaw, Priming Photo Credit: CAGC SFOS Slides, 2020; Drilling Photo Credit: envirosize.com; Winter chainsaw Photo Credit: 
rickdouglassafety.ca; Vibrator Photo Credit: Explor; Truck on winter road Photo Credit: Trinity Safety; Night driving snow Photo Credit: pellmansauto.com

Limited to winter 
operations:

Darkness

Ice, Snow

Current methods weighted towards 
higher severity consequences



Year Round 
Operations:

Lower Risk

Worker competency

Stability

PinPoint methodology weighted 
towards lower severity consequences

An integrated system: 
Safer, more efficient, 

less $, lower risk
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“Linear features also provide critical, and predictable, transportation 
corridors in the event of an injury or medical emergency.”

From page 37 of COSIA: A Review of Exploration Tools and Techniques to Support 
the COSIA Land Challenge: Near Zero Footprint Seismic Exploration

Flawed logic:

Translation:
“We have to use these high impact, high risk methods so we can rescue the 

people who get hurt doing them.”

Focus on risk mitigation
AND

Implement a robust ERP



Facts:

Photo Credit: Resolute Forest ProductsPhoto Credit: North Shore RescuePhoto Credit: Colleges and Institutes Canada

• People have been safely working (and 
playing) on zero footprint paths and 
narrow trails since…forever.

• Techniques for rescuing injured people in 
uncut forest are robust, reliable and well 
established.

• Many current oilsands seismic surveys 
employ hand cut line segments.

Photo Credit: steemit.com
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Base diagram credit: FEMA Emergency Management 
Cycle, augmented with red and green edges by Explor

Explor HETS and Advanced Medevac Drills w/ PinPoint

Strong, project-specific Emergency Response Planning and
competent, well equipped EMTs are essential
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Diagram from BowTie XP Software, CGE Risk Management Solutions
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• Eliminates or reduces exposure to biggest risks 

• Weighted to lower severity consequences

• Effective and tested Emergency Response Procedures

• Safer and more efficient!

An integrated system: 
Safer, more efficient, 

less $, lower risk



So why hasn’t PinPoint been adopted by 
every oil sands company?

1. Misconceptions
2. Resistance to change…and Explor’s approach?
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From Diffusion of Innovations: Everett Rogers, 1962

Most of our clients
(normally a good thing)

Can

Help
Bridge the Gap?
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PinPoint is Disruptive Innovation (that’s a good thing)

Disruptive discontinuities destroy competencies:

2017-18

2020-21

Eliminated:
• Surveying
• Almost all mulching
• Almost all chainsaw use
• All seismic drilling
• All high explosives
• All vibroseis equipment
• All remediation activities

Changed:
• Planning and Approvals
• Recording operations
• Data Processing

“I might not have a job.”
“I don’t know what to do now.”



Tightly knit homogenous networks often have the effect of supporting the rapid diffusion of 
incremental innovation but can act as barriers to the diffusion of disruptive innovation.

Powell and Grodal, 1995

Innovation theory says that Collective Decision Making amongst a tightly knit homogenous group 
already feeling threatened by tough market forces is unlikely to support Disruptive Innovation.

Adopting an Incremental solution will be tempting…but this won’t result in long term sustainability.

Can COSIA members rise to meet their own Challenge?

Incremental Innovation such as:

• Smaller mulchers: 1.75 m or less
• Smaller drills: 1.75 m or less
• Smaller vibrators: 1.75 m or less

…won’t solve the problem and will 
limit the potential upside.



Eliminated:
• Surveying
• Almost all mulching
• Almost all chainsaw use
• All seismic drilling
• All high explosives
• All vibroseis equipment
• All remediation activities

Diagram from wemakeplaces.org based on model of five stages of grief, 
On Death and Dying, Elisabeth Kübler-Ross’, 1969
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Diagram from business-to-you.com based on Five Forces Model, 
Porter, M.E. (1980) Competitive Strategy, Free Press, New York, 1980.

Market Forces in the Existing Land 
Seismic Industry in Canada:

• Rivalry among existing competitors is High

• Supplier Power is Low

• Buyer Power is Very High

In a Market like this, incumbents will 
be very defensive of their positions and 

buyers will seek to retain power.



Explor needs to work on:

- Creating a Shared Vision
- Open Communication

- Teaching, Sharing Knowledge



Latest Developments:
• Hold-down straps highly 

effective, safe: tool 
anchored in place.

• Testing and developing 
custom PinPoint sources:  
optimized for seismic.

• Testing ability to image 
targets to 5,000 m depth.

• Tool now under 20 lbs., 
miniaturizing further: aim 
to get under 10 lbs. in 2021

• System upgrades will 
shrink team: 2 per tool, 
then eventually 1, then 0.

• Developing PinPoint H20: 
source in water bodies 
without harming fish.

Current Efficiency:
• ~30 seconds 

between shots

• 24 person team 
with 8 tools will 
do >3,000 shots 
per day.

• Will continue to 
improve...



Commercialization - Next Steps:

• Ongoing R&D, Innovation

• International Expansion

• New Markets: Mining, Geothermal, CCS, etc.

• Business model innovation:  Licensing?  Sales?

• Partnership with existing vendor(s)?

Photo Credit: Boston Dynamics



Maybe one day?
Explor bought the patent 

for aircraft deployed 
seismic source from 

Apache in 2018

We have learned much 
about seismic source 
requirements from 

PinPoint R&D

Monk and his team 
got great shot gathers 

with giant weights 
from high altitude.



Why PinPoint?

• Safer = Reduced Risk
• Near Zero Footprint = Sustainability
• Higher Trace Density = Better data
• Fewer, smaller gaps = Better data

• Year round operations = Lower risk
• Exciting innovation trajectory

Now with same or lower cost
All inclusive pricing = certainty

Helps eliminate vulnerability to 
Federal Protection Order

Sustainability



There is no longer any reason to do this to the forest.



















No injection or production









Doug Schouten – doug@ideon.ai

MUON TOMOGRAPHY

Transforming Subsurface Discovery
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COSMIC-RAY MUONS 
ENABLE GEOLOGISTS TO

SEE INSIDE
THE EARTH

2
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1. Introduction to muon tomography 

2. Overview of applications in oil sands

3. Summary and follow-up study material

3

OUTLINE

We have just 20 minutes, but this technology has grown out of years of R & D



TECHNICAL BACKGROUNDER

What Is Muon Tomography?

4
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COSMIC-RAY MUONS: WHAT ARE THEY?

© 2020 Ideon Technologies Inc - Proprietary & Confidential. 

Muons pass through the Earth's surface about once/minute for every square cm.

5

▪ A muon (pronounced myoo·on) is a naturally occurring sub-atomic particle 
created as a result of supernova explosions in space.

▪ Resultant cosmic rays collide with matter in the Earth’s upper atmosphere
to create muon flux that travels to Earth in straight lines at almost the speed 
of light.

▪ Muons lose energy progressively as they pass through the Earth’s surface. 
As they encounter higher-density material, muons lose energy at an 
accelerated rate. 

▪ The directional muon intensity can be imaged, and multiple detector images 
combined to map density in 3D – the overall process is called muon 
tomography.

μ
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1  COSMIC RAY MUONS
Muons travel in straight lines from 
cosmic rays colliding with matter in 
the Earth’s upper atmosphere

2. MUON FLUX
Muons are slowed down as they enter 
the Earth’s surface, as they encounter 
material of different densities 

3. DETECTORS
Subsurface detectors in the survey 
area measure muon intensity, 
creating a 60° field of view

4. SATELLITE TO CLOUD
The data captured by the detectors 
is transmitted to the surface, then 
wirelessly the Ideon cloud

5. RADIOGRAPHIC IMAGES
Muon intensity data is transformed 
into x-ray-like images of density 
anomalies in the survey area

6. 3D SUBSURFACE MODEL
Inversion technologies convert 2D 
muon traces to 3D density models 
of the subsurface

6

Ideon Muon 
Detectors

MUON TOMOGRAPHY PROCESS
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BOREHOLE
DETECTOR

DEVELOPMENT

RESEARCH GALLERY
DETECTORS

COMPACT
DETECTORS

FIELD 
TRIALS

BORE
HOLE TRIALS

COMMERCIAL 
RELEASE

ADVANCED 
DETECTOR 

DEVELOPMENT

PRODUCT/
MARKET FIT

2m x 1m x 1.2m 0.7m x 0.8m 3m x 65mm

1.4X
SMALLER

3m x 89mm

6X 
SMALLER

9X
SMALLER

V1 V2 V4 

RESEARCH

V3

2010 2018 2020

Under 
NDA

UNDER 
NDA

DEVELOPMENT COMMERCIALIZATION

2021

UNIT & MARKET ECONOMICS

✓ Lower  Cost
✓ Single Use
✓ Self Install
✓ NQ Gauge

WE ARE HERE

MILESTONES ALREADY DELIVERED FUTURE MILESTONESPRESENT

2023

V3 DETECTOR
ITERATONS

2025

7

DETECTOR ROADMAP

Our proud product heritage and exciting borehole future
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COMMERCIAL TRIAL RESULTS

Pend Oreille, WA - MVT Deposit (MX700)

Blind trial results verified by drill data

• Blind muon tomography survey of MVT 
lead/zinc deposit in WA, USA

• Working at 650 meters depth with four 
detectors located/ detecting for 20 weeks

• Area extensively drilled (200+ holes) allowed 
comprehensive verification of muon data

• Confirmed strong alignment between the 
muon density imaging and drill assay data

• Combining < 5% of drill data with muon data 
yielded compact ore shell model
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ORANO

McArthur River, SK

Uranium 
(high-grade 

unconformity-related)

TECK

Pend Oreille, WA

Multi-metal lead/zinc 
(MVT-type deposit)

NYRSTAR

Myra Falls, BC

Zinc/copper/lead/
silver (VMS-type 

deposit)

OTHER CLIENTS

Worldwide

Zinc, copper, lead, 
silver, uranium, nickel



OIL SANDS APPLICATIONS

Monitoring & Exploration
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MONITORING STUDY
in collaboration with Queen’s University

Published in the The Leading Edge – July 2020

• modeled deploying muon sensors just below the 
production well to monitor steam chamber 
evolution

• in 90-day snapshots the reservoir depletion can 
be precisely determined fully in 3D
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Spatial resolution for the full 3D shape of steam chamber

6.6 m 6.2 m 5.1 m 270 m depth

9.0 m 8.1 m 7.2 m 370 m depth

10.5 m 9.9 m 9.0 m 470 m depth

100 days 150 days 300 days 100 muon telescopes / km2

12

MONITORING STUDY

Superior resolution, continuous information gain

Muons provide new reservoir information to improve recovery and the SOR
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EXPLORATION APPLICATIONS

Extrapolating from mining experience

Opportunity for quantum leap in capability

Muon Tomography Seismic Gravity

Physical principal / rock property measured Bulk Density
Acoustic Impedance
(Density + Modulus)

Bulk Density

Continuous monitoring ✓ ✘
✘

(typically not)

X-ray-like straight line imaging, 3D tomography ✓ ✘ / ✓ ✘

Works underneath lakes, swamps, infrastructure ✓ ✘ ✘

Works in noisy environments, zero operations downtime ✓ ✘ ✘

Room for significant innovation ✓ ✘ ✘ / ✓

Passive & inherently safe ✓ Generally Active ✓

Complementarity
Integrates all other data sources & 

geological models

Provides structural information.  Could be 
improved with Ideon density imaging.

Complementary.

Poor 3D capability can be improved with muon 
tomography. Complementary.

• Ideon has demonstrated capability to perform high resolution density imaging at 100’s of meters depth in mining

• Significantly reduce surface disturbance by deploying detectors underground and imaging millions of m3

• vertical and horizontal boreholes are equally viable from muon imaging perspective



SUMMARY

Additional Material to Follow Up
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1. Ideon is leading the way in applying muon tomography to mineral exploration

2. We see a lot of value to be gained for operators in the oil sands

✓ reduced environmental impact

✓ high spatial resolution

✓ direct measurement of bulk density

✓ zero operations impact

✓ passive monitoring that doesn't disrupt operations

3. Muon tomography can transform subsurface discovery.

15

IN CONCLUSION … 

See ideon.ai/case-studies for detailed case studies, published papers
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About Us
Founded in 2015, Canadian UAVs is Canada’s most advanced UAV operator and trainer



4

Operational Experience
Civil and military airworthiness certification
Canadian Secret Clearance (Level II) 
Controlled Goods Certification
Aboriginal partnership with the Des Nedhe
Developments
Integration at the Foremost UAS Test Range in southern 
Alberta to support UAV training in Canada.
Extensive commercial experience

Gas pipelines inspections and detection
Communication tower installations and assessments
Site surveillance and assessments
Natural Disasters Response
Agriculture – crop tracking
Construction – as built reviews
Forestry 

Copyright © 2019-2020 Canadian UAVS Inc
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Training and Maintenance Expertise
Instructors and maintainers with extensive NATO UAV 
weight Class I, II, III UAV experience (over 2500 hours)
Transport Canada registered training organization since 
2016
Transport Canada certified Advanced Pilots and Flight 
Reviewers (3)
Joint Operational Tactical System (JOTS) training 
experience
Pilots, Payload Operators and Maintainer Instructors on 
several major programs:

Royal Canadian Navy 2018
NOCTUA  
NANKEEN
CANSOFCOM 2019 (audited by CAF)

Copyright © 2019-2020 Canadian UAVS Inc
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SkySensus Product Development

In collaboration with multiple companies 
R&D to commercialization project 
Advance the routine use of Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS). 
Project SkySensus will advance the development and application of RPAS 
technology. 
Peraton is providing in-service support/integrated logistic support to the 
Canadian Armed Forces. 
Foremost UAS Test Range has 2,400 km² of airspace for R&D of unmanned 
systems

Copyright © 2019-2020 Canadian UAVS Inc
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CUAVS Approach 
Data-Driven Intelligence

High Quality Layered Data 
View multiple layers of data for more informed decision making

In-flight Data Processing
Verify data integrity during flight

Automated Data Acquisition
Event-triggered data collection
Increased resource efficiency

GIS Intelligence – extract knowledge from your data
Track trends from collected data to analyse and gain better 
understanding of your data/resources
Leverage machine learning and artificial intelligence to 
anticipate and prepare for future 

Automated Risk Profiling
Automated UAV Tasking
Future Counter UAV capability

Copyright © 2019-2020 Canadian UAVS Inc



Sparrowhawk™ Radar Display

8Copyright © 2019-2020 Canadian UAVS Inc

Our ground-based radar solution allows our operators to deconflict the airspace to allow for BVLOS 
operations. 
In the field we operate as though we are a manned rotary or fixed wing aircraft. 



Data Collection and Dissemination

9Copyright © 2019-2020 Canadian UAVS Inc

Our mission parameters have varied widely:
3D photo reconstruction for volumetric calculations
Infrared scans looking for anomalies on facilities and ROW
Photo reconstruction for data dissemination
Internal inspections to remove confined space entry
Flare stack and exhaust stack inspections

More requests keep coming in.
We have provided the platform to extend 
the reach of UAVs to gather more 
information over greater distances than 
ever before.
We are listening to our clients and the 
community for their ideas to apply this 
platform to other areas.

3D Volumetric 
Calculations

Infrared 
Scans

Orthomosaics
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Oil Sands Deployment Plan
Install our Sparrowhawk™ radars at each of the airports in the 
region.
Able to network the radars to understand the entire airspace.
The circles represent the areas our SkySensus radars will 
allow UAVs to operate on a frequent basis

Total Area: ~4,500 km² with 7 radar installations

The Oil Sands region represents a huge opportunity for this 
new technology integration:

Innovative network
Collaborative approach
Understand the value of data intelligence
High production area per km² 
Canadian ingenuity at its finest 

Copyright © 2019-2020 Canadian UAVS Inc

8 nautical miles 
683 km²

10 nautical miles 
1,055 km² 
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CUAVs Tasker 
Costing/Scheduling/Regulatory understanding of UAV mission 
planning process impedes UAV use for geospatial data 
acquisition in the Oil and Gas Industry.
Reducing friction costs opens the way for large-scale UAV 
adoption in the Oil and Gas industry

CUAVS Tasker enables geospatial awareness to all 
stakeholders involved in the UAV planning process 
Canadian UAVs sees this as a tremendous growth 
opportunity stretching beyond O&G and Alberta

Copyright © 2019-2020 Canadian UAVS Inc
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Milestones
RPAS Traffic Management (RTM) radar system enabling recurrent BVLOS operations 

First company to fly BVLOS in non-restricted civilian airspace in Canada (Transport Canada BVLOS trials 2018)
Unmanned Traffic management technology integrated into Lockheed Martin’s VCSi GCS
NCI Agency 2020 Defense Innovation Challenge Award winner
Project Skysensus selected by Transport Canada and Nav Canada for multi-year RTM trials

Developing in house ground-based radar solution to support Detect and Avoid (DAA) technology 
This will facilitate safe commercial and DND BVLOS operations in Canada

Copyright © 2019-2020 Canadian UAVS Inc



RPAS Traffic Management (RTM)

13



Thank You
Ryan Hutchinson and John Molberg

+1.587.943.0011

info@canadianuavs.ca

canadianuavs.ca

Copyright © 2019-2020 Canadian UAVS Inc

linkedin.com/company/canadian-uavs
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SMART SOLUTION 
TO SEISMIC CHALLENGES



Confidential

OUR SEISMIC HISTORY

2007 2012 2017 2018
Launch of the first generation of differentiated 
seismic products. 

OSX™ 8

oseis™

OSX™ 5

Premium pentolite.

Premium emulsion explosive 
for seismic market.

Electronic detonator. 
Tester & Shooter.

Step Out project 
conducted with the 
major oil & gas 
companies on next 
generation products:

o Reduction of 
environment footprint

o Quality and productivity
o Cost efficiency

First Orica integrated 
services model 
established in the 
Middle East 
(Ramhan Project)

Next generation products and 
services: 

o Engineered seismic charge
o Wireless detonator release to 

seismic market “WebGen”
o Integrated service

Now

100+
COUNTRIES

RELATED TO ORICA
PRODUCTS

0
INCIDENTS

25
FACTORIES

OVER
11.500
PEOPLE WORKING
AROUND THE WORLD

EMPLOYEES
No.1
GLOBAL SUPLIER
OF COMERCIAL
EXPLOSIVES

CANADA AND BOLIVIA

SEISMIC PROJECTS;

Record of  
Biggest

YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

AND INNOVATION

140+



PRODUCT INFORMATION



• Existing exploration methods may use tens of thousands of charges deployed down boreholes, often in remote areas  and harsh conditions.
• The use of explosive sources is heavily impacted by drilling costs. There have not been any significant technical innovations for this 

source type since it was invented.
• Drilling operations and line clearing can add up to 50% of a seismic acquisition project cost.    
• High Transportation costs of heavy drilling equipment: helicopter/road

• Explosive charges are typically several kilograms in 10m+ holes.

• OsxTM ClearWaveTM aims to substantially improve explosive performance, for better data quality, enhanced productivity efficiency, reduction in 
HSE exposure, and schedule in seismic exploration for Oil & Gas.

Seismic Exploration Costs:

Introduction

Half of budget is invested in line clearing and 
drilling explosive source effort.



Lid

ShellDetonator 
Sleeve

Looding 
Tool

Detonator

Loading 
Cover/Spider

Explosive

Explosive



Confidential

· Multiple access required
(line clearing, survey, drill, shoot, clean-up)

· Charge is loaded in advance

Conventional Charge

HEALTH, 
SAFETY & 
ENVIRONMENT

· Reduce traffic per point
· Reduced footprint through place & shoot
Reduction in time exposure
Lower labor effort and exposure

SPEED

· 3-5 months pre-work required
· Productivity:
- Drill @ 4-15 holes/day/crew
- Shoot @ 25-100 shots/day/crew

· Minimal pre-prep required (<1 month)
· Productivity:
- No drilling
- Place & Shoot @ 50-100 shots/day/crew

• Reduction in time exposure
• Lower labor effort and exposure

COST· High operating costs 
(e.g. drill & crew)

· Substantially lower operating costs

· Limited source point density
· Difficult to re-shoot gaps

· High source-point density
· Infill shots require minimal 
mobilization costs

· High permitting requirements, with
uncertain project timing

· Long gaps in schedule between drill 
& load & shoot

· Reduced permitting requirements 
(e.g. minimal line-clearing for source)

· Scheduling effectively place & shoot – more predictable

QUALITY

SCHEDULE
RISK

HEALTH, 
SAFETY & 

ENVIRONMENT

SPEED

COST

QUALITY

SCHEDULE
RISK

Paradigm shift for Explosive Land Seismic



FIELD TESTING 2020



Paradigm shift for Explosive Land Seismic ( TGS  Trials)

PatternSingle

TRDECON + NMO

½ Kilo Pentolite, 
12m 

½ Kilo ClearWave 
1m/9 holes 

Deep Basin

Osx 
ClearWave



• The high planarity and directionality of Clearwave’s produced shock wave provides for greater and more 
efficient ground penetration.

• Clearwave enables shallow drilling which leads to narrow cut line width and reduced overall drilling costs.

• Successful trials completed during North American 2020 winter.

• New and improved version to be released for winter 2021.

• Orica is working to complete the integration for the wireless detonator WebGen in the seismic business.

Conclusions



Thanks and 
questions?

PRESENTERS:

Steven Kotsonis
Senior Manager – Wireless Initiation Technologies
steven.kotsonis@orica.com

Juan Miranda
Global Commercial Manager – Oil & Gas
juan.miranda@orica.com



Drivers for Change: 
Relating it all to Regulatory Uncertainties

November 2020



Outline

Species at Risk Act 101

Federal Recovery Strategy for the 

Woodland caribou, Boreal population

Alberta’s Draft Caribou Range Plan

Sub-regional Planning

Conservation Agreement

Key Challenge



Species at Risk Act (SARA) 101
The purpose is to prevent wildlife species from being extirpated or becoming extinct 
and to provide for the recovery of species that are extirpated, endangered or 
threatened as a result of human activity

Critical habitat – habitat that is necessary for the survival or recovery of a listed 
wildlife species and that is identified as the species’ critical habitat in the recovery 
strategy or in an action plan for a species

Section 61 – no person shall destroy any part of the critical habitat of any listed 
endangered species or any listed threatened species

The Minister must make a recommendation for a protection order if he or she is of 
the opinion, after consultation with the appropriate provincial or territorial minister, 
that 

(a) there are no provisions in, or other measures under, this or any other Act of Parliament that 
protect the particular portion of critical habitat

(b) the laws of the province or territory do no effectively protect the critical habitat



Federal Caribou Recovery Strategy

The boreal population of woodland caribou listed as 
Threatened in Schedule 1 of SARA in 2003

‒ Obligates the federal government to develop a recovery strategy to 
prevent the species from becoming endangered

“Recovery Strategy” was released in 2012

‒ The recovery goal for boreal caribou is to achieve self-sustaining 
local populations in all ranges to the extent possible. 

‒ The recovery strategy identified 65% undisturbed habitat in a range 
as the disturbance management threshold 

‒ Total disturbance footprint is measured as the combined 
effects of both fire and buffered (500 m) anthropogenic 
disturbance

‒ Requires that range-specific plans be developed to demonstrate 
how and when 65% undisturbed habitat will be achieved or 
maintained over time



Caribou Ranges in Alberta

16 caribou ranges in Alberta, covering 23% of the province

Alberta’s Boreal Caribou Ranges Current State (% Undisturbed)



Little Smoky 99% Disturbed

Across Alberta there are 

over 260,000 km of legacy 

seismic lines in caribou 

ranges

~150,000 km of these lines 

are not capable of natural 

recovery



Draft Provincial Woodland Caribou Range Plan
2017 draft range plan presents a combination of habitat and 

population management actions

Described key activities to recover caribou habitat through 

restoration of legacy seismic lines, introduction of mandatory ILM 

and stricter requirements for future resource development

Included standards for geophysical exploration to adhere to lowest 

footprint possible in order to avoid need for subsequent restoration

– Receiver lines must not exceed 0.75m and must not be spaced closer 

than 200m apart unless they have zero new cut (new clearings)

– Source lines must not exceed 2.75m in width and must be at least 

300m from each other (new clearings)



Sub-regional Planning

August 2019 - Alberta created three caribou sub-regional 
task forces (TF) to advise government on land-use 
planning and caribou recovery actions.

– Cold Lake, Bistcho Lake and Upper Smoky

Included representatives from various levels of 
government, indigenous groups, the energy and forestry 
sectors, trappers, recreational user groups and ENGOs 

Sub-regional plans need to consider multiple values 
including traditional use, industrial use, recreational use, 
caribou recovery  multi-species approaches to land 
use planning.

Completed sub-regional plans will be enabled through 
the Alberta Land Stewardship Act and can provide 
management direction to prioritize different land uses 
and outcomes

Cold Lake Sub-regional Planning Area



Conservation Agreement 

Section 11 of SARA allows the Minister of ECCC to enter into an agreement with 
any government in Canada, organization or person to benefit a species at risk

Draft agreement released in August 2019 and finalized on October 23, 2020 

– identifies timelines and commitments to landscape level planning (sub-regional plans), 
habitat management and population management to support recovery of caribou over the 
next 5 years

– Sets out measures that will be taken to support conservation and recovery of woodland 
caribou populations in Alberta, including “achievement and maintenance of a minimum 
of 65% undisturbed habitat”

– The management of energy sector’s activities will be focused on net reduction of 
disturbance

– Indicates that multi-species management will be considered in developing sub-regional 
plans

The Cold Lake and Bistcho sub-regional plans will be finalized in 2021



Key Challenge

How can we transform seismic exploration to approach zero land 
disturbance?

https://cosia.ca/sites/default/files/attachments/COSIA%20Challenge%20Land%20-
%20Approaching%20Zero%20Land%20Disturbance%20Exploration_0_3.pdf
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Striking the balance – the complexity 

of aligning environmental and 

geophysical goals

Aligning Environmental and Geophysical Goals

The geophysical context The geophysical context

Geophysical Current Realities

• Safety

• Cost

• Imaging

• Cap Rock Integrity

The ecological context

1 2

3 4

5 6
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The ecological context

Project Approach

• RPS Group and Fuse selected by COSIA through a competitive 
process to complete a global literature review and workshop

• Goals:

• Review literature and identify existing, emerging, or future opportunities 

to achieve near-zero footprint seismic

• Interview experts about the feasibility of approaching near-zero 

footprint

• Identify a series of categories that represent areas of future opportunity

Core Project Team

• Matthew Pyper, M.Sc., Fuse Consulting Ltd.

• Ron Larson, P.Geoph., RPS Group.

• Roger Edgecombe, M.Sc., P.Geoph., RPS Group.

• Orrin Foster, RPS Group

Five Opportunities to Achieve Near-Zero 
Footprint Seismic

1. Modify and Miniaturize

Five Opportunities to Achieve Near-Zero 
Footprint Seismic

2. Leave the Ground Entirely

7 8

9 10

11 12
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Five Opportunities to Achieve Near-Zero 
Footprint Seismic

3. Go Underground by Using 
Existing Footprints

Five Opportunities to Achieve Near-Zero 
Footprint Seismic

4. Use Alternate Seismic Sampling 
Theory

Five Opportunities to Achieve Near-Zero 
Footprint Seismic

5. Accept a different definition of 
data

Advancing the Conversation

• Findings have set the stage for the next two days

• Showcase a range of innovations and technologies that are being tested or applied 
in the context of seismic exploration

• Create time and space to consider innovations, discuss openly the challenges and 
opportunities in front of us, and network with colleagues in both the environmental 
and geophysical disciplines

Questions/Discussion

13 14

15 16

17



Seismic lines and caribou 
conservation:

Why are linear features are implicated 
in caribou declines

…

and why should we care?



The caribou story

Chris Brackley/Can Geo



The caribou story

Chris Brackley/Can Geo



The caribou 
story
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The caribou 
story
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George Mountain (2003) 
Purcells Central (2005) 
Banff (2009) 
Burnt Pine (2013) 
South Selkirk (2019) 
South Purcell (2019) 
Maligne (2020)



Declines and disturbance



Declines and disturbance



Human footprint



Linear features

3 Mechanisms:

1. Reduce peatland “refugia”

2. Facilitates movement, thereby 
increasing predator foraging efficiency

3. Increased predator abundance by 
increasing forage for alternate prey



Linear features

3 Mechanisms:

1. Overlap

2. Facilitates movement, thereby 
increasing predator foraging efficiency

3. Increased predator abundance by 
increasing forage for alternate prey



1. Incursion into previous refugia
DeMars and Boutin 2018



Linear features

3 Mechanisms:

1. Overlap

2. Foraging efficiency

3. Increased predator abundance by 
increasing forage for alternate prey

Dickie et al 2017



Linear features

3 Mechanisms:

1. Overlap

2. Foraging efficiency

3. Increased predator-prey abundance



3. Increased predator density
Holt 1977
Serrouya et al 2017



3. Increased predator density
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3. Increased predator density
Holt 1977
Serrouya et al 2017



3. Increased predator density
Holt 1977
Serrouya et al 2017



3. Increased predator density
Holt 1977
Serrouya et al 2017



3. Increased predator density
Holt 1977
Serrouya et al 2017

~ 2% 
landscape



The caribou story



Management Strategies

• Restoration
• Protection

• Prey 
Reductions

• Predator
Reductions

• Maternity Pens
• Safe Havens



Management Strategies

• Restoration
• Protection

• Prey 
Reductions

• Predator
Reductions

• Maternity Pens
• Safe Havens



Reducing disturbance
Photo Credit: Canadian Natural



Reducing disturbance

https://www.cenovus.com/news/docs/Cenovus-caribou-project-factsheet.pdf



Reducing disturbance

https://www.cenovus.com/news/docs/Cenovus-caribou-project-factsheet.pdf

Disturbance
Restoration

= < 1



The cost of restoration



The cost of restoration

~350,000 km of seismic lines, and $12,000/km to restore



Reducing disturbance



The cost of restoration

~350,000 km of seismic lines, and $12,000/km to restore

But what about the new disturbances?



The cost of restoration

Disturbance
Restoration



The cost of restoration

Disturbance
Restoration



Thank you

https://cmu.abmi.ca/ mvezina@ualberta.ca



How much 
data and why

November 18, 2020

COSIA Exploration Tools Workshop 2020
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Wells provide:

• Detailed geological information

> What rock was drilled through

> Pore space / what is in it / is it producible (net pay)

> Far higher resolution than geophysics

> Only very near to wellbore

Geophysics can provide:

• Net pay mapping away from wells

> Geological mapping (EOD, channels, caprock, etc.)

> Relative rock properties (lithofacies, fluids, etc.)
- Toward absolute rock properties when calibrated to wells

• Production monitoring 

> Detailed location of changes

> Relative amount of change

When combined:

• Full enough representation of the subsurface to proceed 

with a development proposal + monitoring plan

Geophysics for oilsands
Wells

3D Seismic

Combined

2D Seismic
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Technology Fills in map?

To depth?

Useful

resolution?

Rock / fluid

proxy?

Repeatable 

for 4D?

Supports 

reg needs?

High Quality Seismic Y Y Y Y Y

Sparse seismic Y Maybe N Maybe N

Rcvr-only seismic (Microseismic, Interferometry) N Maybe N Y/N N

Underground sensing (DAS, EM, Muons) N Maybe N (currently) Y/N N

Airborne sensing (AEM, Gravity Gradiometry, 

Microseeps)

Y/N N Y/N Y/N N

Geophysical technologies

High quality seismic ticks all boxes

• Fills in 3D picture between wells (caprock, reservoir, deep disposal)

• Useful resolution for geologic mapping & rock properties

• Monitor production changes and their location to within several meters, with useful relative amplitude

• Acceptable source of caprock and reservoir data for regulatory purposes

Other techniques may be applicable to reservoir monitoring

• But since there is already a seismic baseline, it will need to be a compelling case
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Why is Reflection Seismic special?

Jones (First Break), 2019

Seismic / reflection methods

Reflection methods

• A reflection is a second ‘event’ that happened after the source was initiated 

– the location and timing of that event can be evaluated

• Reflections only exist over a near-mid range of offsets

• With practical assumptions, the reflection patterns in time can used to 

approximate the central location of the reflection points, which are focused 

into an image

• This yields much higher resolution of subsurface, as long as enough data 

was gathered to deal with noise and eliminate ambiguity

Robust and accurate for navigation

• Animal kingdom and human applications

• Source effort is large – accuracy is important

• Greatly simplified in the case of a simple, constant medium (air, water)

• Radar is another example, but not used for submarines because range 

is too small in seawater (and underground too)
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• In every seismic use case in oilsands, resolution & position accuracy are very important – this 

makes a wide range of offsets & azimuths, and high trace density very important

• It is difficult to get adequate signal at low and high frequencies so SNR ~= bandwidth ~= resolution

• In order to meet immediate industry & regulatory requirements, we need to prioritize solutions for 

high quality seismic

Seismic data acquisition goals

Purpose Near offsets Far offsets Azimuths Trace density

Subsurface Imaging Resolution (V+H) Noise removal

Clean reflections

Position accuracy / 

Resolution

Bandwidth (resolution) / 

SNR

Inversion / Rock properties Intercept / acoustic Gradient / elastic Stress / fractures Bandwidth (lows) / SNR

FWI (Imaging +) Near surface Deep / Reservoir Confirmation SNR

4D Monitoring / Time-lapse Repeat baseline Repeat baseline Repeat baseline SNR
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Compressive Sensing and 5D Regularization / Interpolation are recent advances

• Can reduce the quantity of data required to fully understand the subsurface (within limits)

Any reconstruction method should use data that is physically linked

• Traces within a Fresnel zone contain information from the same overlapped region of the subsurface

• This limits how sparse the data can be

When there is no trace within a FZ-limited sector means you have no information on 

that part of the pattern for that region of the subsurface

• That’s OK if it can be reliably filled using other traces within that Fresnel Zone

• If we allow ‘borrowing’ from nearby Fresnel zones, you are assuming the pattern measured nearby applies over 

here too – no measurement over here, so you don’t actually know

• Filling an unreasonably large gap in reliable data or extrapolating instead of interpolating Fresnel zone datasets 

can smear right over an anomaly – is that truly a geophysical survey? Can you still trust the location of time-

lapse monitoring changes?

How much data?

• ALL seismic methods rely on multiplicity in the data to improve accuracy –multiple traces within a sector required

• Approx 30-50 sectors in each Fresnel zone each need min 5-10 fold (depending on raw SNR) – ‘Fresnel’ fold will 

be several 100s (>400)

• Conventional trace density then depends on how many Fresnel zones in a square kilometer

What about CS & 5D?

NB. This is too many sectors

Azimuth
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Seismic reliability depends heavily on depth

5D interpolation example (Key Seismic)

Too shallow for line spacing

This is likely real
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There are no second chances
• Marine: You can inspect data, reject and have the boat make another pass

• Land: That’s never going to happen (nodes, drilling, budget) – what you have planned must work and 

provide business value, or you have wasted millions in capital and placed dozens of people at risk for 

no benefit

‘High Quality’ seismic data is really ‘Good enough’
• Not only to ‘detect’ good reservoir, need to map / characterize it better than delineation wells can

• Not only to ‘detect’ reservoir changes, need to provide info not available from inside the wellbore

• Best achievable resolution is about the size of a 1-storey house (3m x 20m x 20m), smallest business 

objective is at least 4x smaller than that (‘sub-seismic’ faults, baffles, etc. are an issue)

• But… Trying for better than achievable wastes money, time, safety exposure and environmental impact

Seismic source energy is a balancing act
• Weak sources or otherwise poor SNR requires large increases in trace density (√n problem), but every 

new location is more exposure, cost and impact

• What is least overall impact – fewer larger sources, or many many smaller sources?

Land seismic acquisition issues



ZERO HARM



Abstract

This paper reviews the history of the world's largest running blowout as well as the integrated engineering based 
approach taken to define the blow-out mechanism and to ultimately kill and abandon the wells.
During 1916 cable tool drilling operations, peace river oils no.1 encountered an uncontrolled flow of salt water and gas at 
345 m depth. The flow was estimated at over 30,000 bbls/d, ultimately the rig collapsed into the sinkhole and temporarily 
killed the surface flow. The rig was rebuilt in 1917, recovered the production casing, but again a blow-out could not be 
controlled and the well was left to flow 30,000 bbl./day into the peace river. At the time of the project initiation, there was 
one relief well (1955), one attempted relief well (1982) and a lost well (1916).
The defacto well operator, the Alberta energy and utilities board contracted an integrated team of professionals including 
well control engineers; geologists, drilling and completion engineers, geomechanics specialists and well operations 
specialists to evaluate the potential of effecting a permanent kill solution. This led to a primary recommendation to re-
enter the 1916 wellbore via a flowing well operation to reach total depth and conduct a well kill.
The kill operation was complicated by having no production casing within the 1916 wellbore, shallow underground flows 
with multiple break-outs around the three wells, collapsed and parted casing in the 1955 well and entrained sour gas. 
The uncertainty of achieving access to the various wells to total depth and preparing for a wide range of potential well kill
volumes and rates, were primary concern, as were the environmental constraints of operating on the unstable banks of 
the nearby peace river.



ZERO HARM

Plant or Animal 
Species. 

Relations

Stakeholder

Communities

•Archeology

•Community 
Benefits

Environments

•Land

•Water

•Air

Equipment and 
Materials

People



Can we lessen the environmental impact by working on smaller 

seismic lines? (or better yet no seismic lines at all?)



What is safety?  

As low as reasonably practicable  ALARP

ALARP is a term that was born out of the English Courts in a ruling, Edwards vs National Coal Board 
[1949], (Jones-Lee, & Aven, 2011) where “the principle stipulates that those responsible should reduce 
risks of death and injury for workers and members of the public to levels that are ‘As Low As Reasonably 
Practicable”, (Jones-Lee, & Aven, 2011, p.877). 

The principle begets that most risk can be effectively reduced to a given determinant, thereafter costs to 
mitigate are greater than the benefit of bearing the risk. 

Industry generally accepts that risks are inherent within all oil and gas operations.

How Safe is Safe Enough?



Can Resource Exploration (Seismic) Be Done Without a Loss Event?

My 27 year odyssey



Can Resource Exploration (Seismic) Be Done Without a Loss Event?

1. Failure to secure High Quality Data

2. Fatality

3. Lost time injury

4. Medical Aid – First Aid

5. Motorized Vehicle

6.Project Goals not met – typically along 

the lines, on time, on budget, no trespass, no 

spill, no loss of reputation, no regulatory event 

(spill, loss of containment, risk of license to 

operate), no disruptions to community or 

stakeholder etc., etc.…..



Can Resource Exploration (Seismic) Be Done Without a Loss Event?

Policy, Procedures, Adherence to Codes,

Oversight & Supervision

Plan the work, work the plan

How invested the owner is  can be measured by the 

Investment (Budget)

Working with money or working for money

You cannot guarantee it, no one can……

This is preposterous…..

How can I make money from you?

Marketing, new novel or a spin

High Reliability Theory vs Normal Accident Theory



Can Resource Exploration (Seismic) Be Done Without a Loss Event?

Right Budget, Right People, Right Plan, Right Resources, Right Timing, Right Supervision Ratio, Right HSE 
Deliverables, Right Quality, Right Checks and Balances, Right Cost Accounting, Right Management (Zero 
Profiteering), Right Commitment, Right Contractor Selection……  

Zero happens with certainty

ALARP- cost benefit



From Don Page

LEGACY LINES



Are you willing to be wrong in your assertions?

Successful projects are the new normal 



Two year monitoring program season 1- 90 days after program completed (June)

Are you willing to be wrong in your assertions?



Forest management practices will be enacted – subject to future harvest

Are you willing to be wrong in your assertions?







NEVER WAS A SEISMIC MANDATE TO RECLAIM

Image Retrieved from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dCrkqLaYjnc



 Look at old pictures that hang in historical 

places. Here see the tree line, Banff is being 

blanketed in forest. Whatever lichen that was 

around to support a caribou herd is long 

overgrown. The earth is greening. Not really 

scientific, but as one who spends a lot of time 

outside, there are clues to natural order.





No cut, no problem, no trace left
Waterton, Clearwater & Red Spring Creek- Heavily Flagged)

Houston, we have a problem



RECEIVER LINES 2020

 Develop safe route

 GPS Survey 

 Deploy recording equipment

 Drill receiver stations

 Trouble shoot / QC equipment 

 Skiddoo lines if snowfall

 Access (shooters and trashers)

 Retrieval of equipment



3D EXAMPLE  500 KM S, 500 KM R

 Humans travelling by foot on receiver lines (no mulchers)

 Chainsaws/Brushsaws 2 – 3 people

 Line QC 1 person (not used in count)

 Surveyor 1 person

 Layout crew 2 – 3 people

 Pickup / trashing crew 2 people

 Average Total   8 people

That translates to 4000 km of walking on receiver lines. Primarily mid Feb to mid Mar



The 52 year old 
fisherman from 
the east coast 
who earns 
minimum wage 
will not 
successfully 
traverse smaller 
seismic lines.

Houston, we have a problem

Houston, we have No Budget

Trained 
athletic 
young 
people 
come at a 
premium 
and 
demand fair 
treatmentPeople



Equipment
Courtesy Active Environmental



1 mulcher  2 – 5 km / day 1.75 m line                                                                     3 man falling team 1.5 km / day
Three times the manpower, half as fast, much greater risk

Processes



BC  REQUIRES 1.75 mCANADA

Traumatic injury requires
rapid response times

Chainsaw incidents are not
pretty

We have focussed on
reducing chainsaw manhours
for safety reasons.



There are 260 channels in this toboggan of 
new wireless gear. This weighs 650 lbs

In 1950 this gear would weigh 13,000 lbs 

Current weight for 260 ch. is 3000 lbs

A 2 person crew can pick up 400 channels 
of new gear in 6 hours. 

A 2 person crew can pick up 90 channels
of current equipment in 6 hours. 

NOTE:  Based on 1.75 m lines to get 
Skidoo’s down lines and workers out

Newest 1C receiver stations 2.5 lbs

Current 3C receiver station 11.5 lbs

Equipment
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Skidoo width        range 91 cm to 127 cm
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Helicopter Rescue Ground Based Rescue
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Duty- Owner vs Prime



There will always be a willingness to divest of prime



PENALTIES SECTION 74 (PARAPHRASED)

 A person (owner, employer, supervisor, prime contractor) who is guilty under Section 73 (fails to comply with the Act) 

is liable 

 to a fine of not more than $500,000

 to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 6 months

 or both fines and imprisonment 

 For a second or subsequent offence

 to a fine of not more than $1,000,000

 to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 12 months

 or both fines and imprisonment



Pass that memo on to Procurement, HR and Contracted Labor Services…..







Alberta braces for further changes to OH&S legislation

Ensuring Safety and Cutting Red Tape Act passes first reading

Occupational health and safety legislation is once again under the microscope of the Alberta legislative assembly. (Rita Petcu/Adobe Stock)

What is old is not necessarily new again.

But changes to occupational health and safety legislation in Alberta are very likely coming (again!) and will be in force on Sept. 1, 2021.

Bill 47: Ensuring Safety and Cutting Red Tape Act passed first reading on Nov. 5.

Since 1976, Alberta’s Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHSA) has been amended 11 times, with the most substantial changes implemented in June 2018 under Alberta’s former New Democratic Party 

(NDP) government.

The United Conservative Party (UCP) has acted upon the public feedback it solicited over the summer about ways to protect workers, while reducing the administrative burden for business and employers —

something that is fundamentally important for the viability of employer enterprises (and for their workers to have jobs).   The UCP changes are just as sweeping as the NDP’s, if not more so.

Employers welcome review

The review was a welcome process for Alberta employers who have experienced practical and administrative challenges working within the parameters of the current OHSA for more than two years. The areas 

that have been changed align with the key areas that were reviewed, rectifying some of the main issues many employers have faced. These are some of those key changes:

Joint health and safety committees (JHSCs) and representatives

Most prescriptive requirements are removed, including with respect to training, size and who must be included (though employer representatives cannot outnumber workers). There is also flexibility to be 

added for multi-employer worksites, also in terms of the information that has to be provided.

Now, only information related to “worksite hazards, controls, work practices and procedures” has to be provided to committees and representatives (in addition to all workers), instead of all health and safety 

information.

Refusing unsafe work

This returns to being a worker obligation, and based on undue hazards — which are hazards that pose a serious and immediate threat, instead of the broader “dangerous conditions.”

Instead of no discriminatory action being allowed against a worker, no disciplinary action can be taken for legitimate refusals. All that OH&S should look at is whether disciplinary action has been taken.

Near misses and potentially serious incidents (PSIs):

There will be a requirement to investigate — but not report — any incident that “had a likelihood of causing serious injury or illness” and where there is “reasonable cause to believe that corrective action may 

need to be taken to prevent recurrence.”

Health and safety program elements

Rightfully, these are no longer as prescriptive. All explicit requirements are removed, other than a program being required for a workplace with 20 or more (regularly) employed workers.

Workplace responsibilities and parties changes

•Employers: no longer responsible for same explicit (and confusing) scope, as “physical, psychological and social well-being” will be removed from the definition of health and safety. They now are only 

responsible for more sensibly having to make reasonable efforts to ensure the “health, safety and welfare” of persons in the vicinity of the worksite who may be affected by hazards originating from the 

worksite. Employers will no longer have to pay workers’ wages while a stop-work or stop-use order is in effect.

•Independent contractors: they are now employers with employer obligations, instead of workers. This changes the liability framework significantly and puts a higher burden on independent contractors to 

be responsible for their own health and safety.

•Contracting employers: this is the proposed new term for contractors, who must now ensure that the owner and any employer, prime contractor, and supplier/others is informed of any existing or potential 

worksite hazards that may affect others at the worksite.

•Workers: are explicitly required to participate in training provided by employers and to not do work they are not competent to do unless directly supervised by someone who is. This properly reinstates 

responsibility on workers to only do work they can safely do.

•Supervisors: removes their responsibility to ensure their own competency and returns this, in effect, to an employer responsibility.

•Prime contractors: now there will be legislated definitions for a “construction worksite” and an “oil and gas worksite.”

Stay tuned for further analysis on the final legislation, as it could still be amended before it is passed.

Loretta Bouwmeester is a partner with Mathews Dinsdale in Calgary and Vancouver.
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SAFE

CHEAP

Inexpensive FAST

THE SAFETY LENS

PICK SAFE 

OR

CHEAP AND FAST

The Safety lens
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Airborne mapping to define 
Oil Sands sweet spots

Go Airborne

Russ Duncan
Sky Hunter Corporation



How can you map oil sands from the air?

• One could fly a grid over an oil sands area and gather air samples 
• Then have sensors measure the amount of hydrocarbons in those 

samples
• Then plot those measurements along the survey lines and map the 

results
• The net pay from wells in the area would be used to calibrate the 

measurements
• The strongest measurements would indicate the sweet spots



Has this been tried?

• Surveys were conducted for four oil sands companies in a project lead 
by Petroleum Technology Alliance of Canada (PTAC) with the following 
joint conclusion:

“The operators reviewed information, there is more to 
be done. The operators did indicate there is a 
relationship between Sky Hunter readings and 
formation thickness.”



Direct Hydrocarbon Indicator

Sweet Spots

Good Rocks filled 
with Oil 

“Not just Good Rocks”



How micro seep mapping works

Charged Particles Hydrocarbon Nose On board Sensors

Hydrocarbon Micro Seep Processing

Reservoir Sweet Spots



Reservoir

Charged Particles Hydrocarbon Nose On board Sensors

Hydrocarbon Micro Seep Processing

Reservoir Sweet Spots
Buoyancy Pressure

Fluids in trap are pushed 
into the cap rock



Hydrocarbon Micro Seep (not macro seep)

Charged Particles Hydrocarbon Nose On board Sensors

Hydrocarbon Micro Seep
Continuous
Vertical
Small Amounts of Hydrocarbons

Processing

Reservoir Sweet Spots



Charged Particles

Charged Particles
Hydrocarbon molecules join with 
other molecules and form 
negatively charged particles.
They are pulled towards the 
ionosphere. 
In safe flying conditions their rise 
is effectively vertical

Hydrocarbon Nose On board Sensors

Hydrocarbon Micro Seep Processing

Reservoir Sweet Spots



Hydrocarbon Nose

Charged Particles Hydrocarbon Nose
Because it is negatively charged, it 
concentrates the small amounts in 
the atmosphere into the sample 
line. 99 % of air is by passed
“Electrostatic funnel”

On board Sensors

Hydrocarbon Micro Seep Processing

Reservoir Sweet Spots



On board Sensors

Charged Particles Hydrocarbon Nose On board Sensors & GPS
Plasma and PIDs (millivolts)
Total Hydrocarbons    GAS
Propane and higher   OIL1
Pentane and higher   OIL2

Processing

Reservoir Sweet Spots



Processing

Charged Particles Hydrocarbon Nose On board Sensors

Hydrocarbon Micro Seep Processing
QI
Smoothing (40m+/- along line)
Baselining (sun angle)
Mapping (line to line with no bias)

Reservoir Sweet Spots



Sweet Spots

Charged Particles Hydrocarbon Nose On board Sensors

Hydrocarbon Micro Seep Processing

Reservoir Sweet Spots
Areas with Strong Signal Strength



Calibrate

Charged Particles Hydrocarbon Nose On board Sensors

Hydrocarbon Micro Seep Processing

Reservoir

*Producing reservoir reduces signal

Sweet Spots



McMurray Example

Sunrise

Aspen

Firebag

10 km



McMurray Example
Survey 

OIL1
250 m line spacing, east/west
Red Strong signal strength
Blue Low Signal Strength

Black Highlight next slide

10 km



McMurray Example 250m – Northern Area

Sky Hunter Oil1 Main Zone Pay Isopach



Blue Sky Example

Area with Keg River oil also
Produced oil shown as bubble map
Keg River has little associated gas

Areas with both oil and gas 
are likely Blue Sky

Not part of PTAC Collaboration

10 km

OIL1



Blue Sky using Gas Data

GAS GAS & OIL1 10 km

Combine



General Points

• Direct Hydrocarbon Indicator
• Effective over land and water, ground can be frozen
• Safe flying conditions, no rain or snow
• Few permits
• Rapid
• Cost effective
AND

• No Surface Footprint



NEXT: Pipeline Leak Detection System

• Subsurface oil leaks, 
• prior to surface discovery

• Pinhole leaks, 
• “weepers and sleepers”
• 24 / 7 

• POD design 
• Smaller and lighter 
• Mounted on aircraft, 

helicopters & drones 



skyhunter.ca
Russ Duncan
403 830 8349

russ.duncan@skyhunter.ca
If application submitted before December 1, 2020

Cost of survey could be recovered by Escalating Rent Program
Alberta Oil Sands Tenure



1EM for monitoring SAGD steam chambersDevriese and Oldenburg

Sarah G. R. Devriese, PhD, P.Geo.
Condor North Consulting, ULC

Continuous and permanent SAGD monitoring using electromagnetics: 
a low-footprint method to image steam chambers in 3D

Wednesday, November 18, 2016, 11:15 am CT

Douglas W. Oldenburg, PhD
Geophysical Inversion Facility

The University of British Columbia



2EM for monitoring SAGD steam chambersDevriese and Oldenburg

Or… Applying EM to the Athabasca oil sands



3EM for monitoring SAGD steam chambersDevriese and Oldenburg

• Steam injected in top horizontal well

• Steam heats oil, which becomes fluid

– Steam generally increases 𝝈 (decreases 𝝆)

• Oil collected in producing well and 
pumped to surface

• Steam chamber grows up and out

Steam-assisted gravity drainage

100 m
Conductive



4EM for monitoring SAGD steam chambersDevriese and Oldenburg

• Can EM be used?

– Feasibility

• Why?

– Resistivity contrasts (Butler and Knight, 1998; 

Mansure et al, 1993; Tøndel et al, 2014)

– Less expensive than seismic (Engelmark, 2007)

– Permanent installations (Tøndel et al, 2014)

• How?
– Many survey choices

Resistivity contrasts
Variable

Resistive Conductive



5EM for monitoring SAGD steam chambersDevriese and Oldenburg

• Can EM be used?

– Feasibility

• Why?

– Resistivity contrasts (Butler and Knight, 1998; 

Mansure et al, 1993; Tøndel et al, 2014)

– Less expensive than seismic (Engelmark, 2007)

– Permanent installations (Tøndel et al, 2014)

• How?
– Embed steam chambers into recovered background 

model

– Study feasibility of EM to monitor

– Recover time-lapse SAGD steam growth

Resistivity contrasts
Variable

Resistive Conductive



6EM for monitoring SAGD steam chambersDevriese and Oldenburg

• Regional

– Airborne surveys

• Local-scale

– Surface inductive surveys

• Monitoring

– Inductive or galvanic

– Surface or borehole

Survey options



7EM for monitoring SAGD steam chambersDevriese and Oldenburg

• Can EM detect steam growth?

• Feasibility testing: simple toy problem

– Irregular chamber

– Overlying cap rock

• Keeps costs down

– Use existing monitoring wells

– Permanent installation allows 
frequent data collection

Monitoring



8EM for monitoring SAGD steam chambersDevriese and Oldenburg

Low-footprint possibilities

• Downhole transmitters and receivers 
OR
Surface transmitter, downhole receivers

• Easy to deploy

• Industry is familiar with ERT-like surveys

• Capability for permanent installation

• Good detectability and good recovery!



9EM for monitoring SAGD steam chambersDevriese and Oldenburg

Does it work for a realistic SAGD setting?

Aspen
Aspen

Reservoir



10EM for monitoring SAGD steam chambersDevriese and Oldenburg

• Add steam chambers to background model

• Gap of no steam growth 

Field-based example: Aspen



11EM for monitoring SAGD steam chambersDevriese and Oldenburg

• Two surface transmitters

– Why? 

– Generate orthogonal currents

– Better recovery than single TX alone

• Measure 𝐸𝑧 only at 3 frequencies

– Why?

– Borehole receivers detect anomalies

– Electrodes able to withstand high temperature 
environment

– 10, 50, and 100 Hz based on skindepth

Survey design



12EM for monitoring SAGD steam chambersDevriese and Oldenburg

Time-lapse results

• Cascading

– Use (a) to start (b), use (b) to 
start (c)

• Recovered growth over time

• Gap imaged at each step!

– High-resolution



13EM for monitoring SAGD steam chambersDevriese and Oldenburg

What if a surface transmitter doesn’t work?

Aspen

Leismer

Aspen Leismer

Reservoir



14EM for monitoring SAGD steam chambersDevriese and Oldenburg

Field-based example: Leismer

• Too deep/conductive for surface TX

• 4 crosswell DC resistivity surveys

– 80% decrease in 𝝆 in 2 years

• Field-based synthetic model

• Compare DC vs EM

Reservoir



15EM for monitoring SAGD steam chambersDevriese and Oldenburg

Time-lapse model

• Showing model difference
𝜹𝒎 = 𝒎𝒓𝒆𝒄 −𝒎𝒊𝒏𝒊

• 4 time steps

• Two surveys

– DC resistivity

– EM (5 frequencies)
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DC
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EM
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• Can EM be used?

– Yes

• How?

– Different surveys for different 
exploration settings and/or geologic 
questions

Summary
Variable

Resistive Conductive
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• Monitoring

– Promising tools to characterize reservoir and monitor steam growth

– Tested by Statoil

– New questions motivate future work

• Impact of casing

• Improve time-lapse inversion schemes

• Joint inversion

• Airborne surveys

– Inexpensive, fast data collection

– High resolution in near-surface complimentary to seismic and 
boreholes

– Used by Imperial Oil

– Currently being investigated for other properties

Take it a (low-footprint) step further…



20EM for monitoring SAGD steam chambersDevriese and Oldenburg

Thank you!

Acknowledgements

Questions?
em.geosci.xyz 

→ Case Histories
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What topics did you enjoy the most at the event? 

• Discussions that provided near term solutions in the seismic space. 

• Caribou conservation, muon tomography, PinPoint. 

• The Pinpoint and OptiSeis presentations. 

• All topics were well picked out and reducing footprint is naturally of high importance. 

• All were good and interesting. I leaned more toward the land seismic technologies. 

• The alternate and emerging approaches to gathering seismic data sessions. 

• Multiple companies discussing different approaches to reduce forest cutting. 

• Modify & miniaturize, breakout rooms, and Michael's talk on why we need good data quality 

• Lowering footprint presentations. 

• Frankly, all topics had innovative perspectives. 

• I enjoyed all the talks. I thought the information more specific to seismic line width reduction 

was more relevant. 

• Regulatory framework was most important to me since it sets the stage for industry activity.  We 

might be needing these technologies sooner if the regulations change.   

What technologies are you most looking forward to learning more about following the event? Which 

do you think are most promising? 

• Orica shaped charges, pinpoint, advancing receiver technology. 

• PinPoint, muon tomography. 

• Small hand deployable sources and receivers. 

• E-vibe and smaller recording nodes. 

• Clear Wave and Stryde Node. 

• A trend towards conducting seismic without large equipment and subsequent need for 

disturbance highlights the smaller seismic source development. 

• I will go look up papers on Muon monitoring. 

• Orica ClearWave source & Ideon's Muon technology. 

• UAV has some potential and EM. 

• Understanding why linear features are implicated in Caribou declines presenter: [Melanie 

Dickie]; Leveraging the naturally occurring energy of cosmic rays. Presenter: [Doug Schouten], A 

low-footprint method to image steam chambers in 3D. Presenter: [Sarah DeVries]. 

• PinPoint, Clearwave. 

• Working with Andrea Crook on new acquisition techniques that are not linear. 

What did you think worked well during the event? 

• Questions and answers via chat. Break-out session conversations. Range of talks. 

• Virtual format is great for removing barriers. 



• The presentations and the chat box were excellent. The coordination of the event was excellent 

again. Well done Fuse. 

• This virtual event worked very well. 

• Was very well moderated. 

• Presentations were well done and well moderated. Matthew did a good job of keeping things 

moving. 

• Breakout rooms were nice to chat with some of the attendees. Virtual presentations with Qs 

coming from the chat window and a good moderator were effective. 

• The setting the stage talks were extremely valuable in understanding the problem. The 20-

minute technical talks were a good length of time for each one and allowed us to see lots of 

different technologies. 

• The breakout rooms were great, need to capture that discussion and share. 

• The event was well run interactive and very productive. 

• I cannot think of anything that did not work well.  Some of the topics could have used more 

time. 

• Great facilitation and leadership behind the event. 

What did you think was tricky, or was there anything that could have been improved? 

• Some participants had poor audio. 

• Tech difficulties always pop up but were handled well. 

• I struggled with the applicability of some of the day 2 presentations. 

• For a couple of the presenters a run through to ensure their presentation platform works. 

• I think being completely virtual was a challenge because it is different than what we are used to, 

but it was well managed and worked well. 

• I am thinking may have been better to have as one day with more breaks, break at 12 for lunch 

• I had to take a few extra bio breaks. Small bladder, I guess? 

• The keynote talks could have been shorter, and there needs to be a scheduled bio break - 10 

minutes would be better. 

• Moved along well considering no specific goals were set, chat worked well, liked the informality, 

need some takeaways and some 'what comes next?' 

• This event can be hallmarked for its shear size of the group and the efficiency accomplished. 

• There were a couple of sound issues, but they were minor. 

• Some vendors missed the mark with their presentations, not customizing their material 

sufficiently to the oil sands industry. 

Would you recommend an event like this to a colleague or friend (1 Absolutely not – 10 Absolutely Yes)? 

• 9 

• 9 

• 9 

• 9 

• 10 

• 8 

• 9 

• 10 

• 10 

• 10 

• 10 

• 9 

• 8 
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